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ABSTRNACT 

In the design of a solvent extraction plant for metals it 

is necessary to treat tho equilibrium data either graphically or 

analytically. This enables stagewise calculations to be performed 

to explore solvent usage and feed conditions and so optimise on 

the cost of recovery of the metal. The present study reviews the 

methods of presenting and correlating equilibrium data for solvent 

extraction systems involving metals; the limitations of each approach are 

highlighted. 

The most important example of metal extraction which has been studied 

falls into that class involving a metal species, in acid aqueous media, 

which displaces protons from the organic extractant during the mass 

transfer process. In the typical case of copper extracted by 

hydroxyoximes the equi I ibri urn p rob I em reduces --. l-o one of mode IIi ng a 

surface. The concentration of copper in the organic phase is a function 

of the concentrations of copper and sulphuric acid in the aqueous phase. 

Empirical models seem to be as satisfactory to the engineer as chemical 

ones provided the model is used between restricted regions of data. 

Practical work has involved the measurement of equilibrium data 

f or the extract! on of zi nc and copper by d1- (2-ethy I hexy 1) phosphori c 

acid (D2EHPA') in a kerosene diluent. Both the single and binary metal 

systems have been studied. The data reported are for feeds between 
1 

2-40 g/t zinc, 2-60 g/k copper and 20'lol V/v D2EHPA. A limited number 

of results are also presented for 10% V/v D2EHPA. Specific chemical and 

empirical models have been developed to correlate these data. Because 

the extractant lhas a high affinity TFOl- zinc in the presence 9f copper 

-the binary da+, A- can be model led making the assumption tha-f the intlerac+ion 

-L of copper on zinc is negligible. However Ihe offect Of zinc on the 

limited extraction of copper is significant, the zinc reducing the copper 

loading markedly. In this way zinc can be decord-aminated of coppe. r. 



The miethcjds for presentation of equilibrium data are discus. ced' 

and a computer program is given vihich d: 1-3plays three dimensional 

equilibrium surfaces. Classical design procedures for stagewise. 

calculations are used against these three dimensional dala plots. 

Computer programs which allow the investigation of a variety of 

operating conditions have also been written. 
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CHAPTCR 

I ntrod uct ion 

Solvent extraction is a separation process in which one or more 

solutes are partitioned between two Immiscible or partially miscible 

liquid phases. The. process was widely used in the petroleum and 

pharmaceutical industr'les (1 ) before it fOUnd appl ication in the 
(2) 

metallurgical industries' for the extraction of uranium and for 

the subsequent trealment of spent nuclear fuels to separate plutonium 

from uranium and its fission products. The success of indust, -ia1 

solvent extraction operations in Ihe nuclear field led to the process 

being applied to other valUable metals, such as vanadium and the rare 

earths, and in recent years to the commercial processing of the 

trans i ti on meta Isni cke I, cob aIt., coppel and zI nc. 

Solvent extraction in the metallurgical industries provides a 

means of both concentrating the metal values from feed liquors 

containing only small quantities of metal and of selectively separating 

a given metal from liquors containing a complex mixture of solutes. 

Thus solvent extraction is now applied to the processing of low grade 

or complex ore bodies, to metal rich slimes and sludges and to previously 

discarded tailings E: nd wastes. Some of the more important commercial 

operations for metals extiraction are given in table I.!. 

Because solvent extraction can both replace classical smelter operations 

with their concomitant gaseous pollution problem and be applied to otherwise 

intractable low grade ore, it is lilkely that the extractive metaliurgist 

will Increasingly use this technique. For copper recovery alone there i 

are f ifty or so projects under consideration at the present time, which 

coull d, by the 19801 s, I ead to the producti on of betwee-n one-th i rd a. rid one-h. -- If 

of the world's demand for copper. 
(3) 

A single plant in Zambia is already 

. )p r producing some 200 tonnes per day of co ?xý per with a ccinbined How ol 3, OCU)O ii nr. r- 
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for a given The physical size of such solvent ex-l-raction plants -1 

duty will bc dictated by the equi libria and kinetic-s Of the !, nass It-ransfer 

process and by the coalescence phenomena. Of partiCUlar interest to 

the present work is the nature of the distribution ol' solute achieved 

at equilibrium. Whereas those systems which involve -the extraction 

of organic solutes utilize equilibria achieved through simple physical 

interactions between the solute and the organic phases, this is 

uncommon in nietal extraction process es. Only a truly cova lent metal 

species can be involved in a simple phy sical interaction; few examples 

of this exist but the extraction of ruthenium te-troxidle by carbon tetra- 

chloride approaches this situation. The majority of metal solvent 

extraction ssys-, ý-ems involve a specific interaction, of a chemical 

riatu r e, between the solute and the extractant, Thesce reactions can 

be broadly classified according to mechanisms involving M solvation, 

(i i) anion exchange or Uii cation exchange, I-he latter includi ng 

chelation processes. 
(4) 

Because definite complexes are formed in 

the organ ic phase simp Ie equati ons 'can be wrl tten -for each type of 

extraction. A brief description of each mechanism is given below. 

M Solvation 

The extractant molecule can coordinate to the metal species via 

the donation of electrons from a donor atom such as oxygen, phosphorus 

or nitrogen. This mechanism is characteristic of the extraction of 

metals by neutral organic compounds such as ethers and organophosphorus 

compounds. Typical of the class is tributyl phosphate (TBP) which is 

widely used for the recovery of uranium from aqueous nitrate solution. 
(5) 

2+ -> U02 
aq. 

+ 22N03 aq 
+ 2TBP 

org -<- U0g(N03)2.2TBP 
org 60.1.1 



(ii) Anion Exchan e 

This group ol- extractants is repr, ýýsented by those chemicals I 
which carry wiihin an ion pair a labi lie anion which exchanges with 

the appropriate rnetal species in the aqueous phase. The mechanism 

is common in those extractants which belong to the amine class. The 

extraction of chromate from alkaline leach liquors by a quaternary 
(6) 

amine (R4NCH provides -the example. 

2- 
Cr 04aq 2 (R4NC I 

org 
(R4N)2 Cr04 

org 
2C I ... 1 .2 

where R= C8 - CIO. 

(M) Cation exchange 

aq 

Simple salt formation can occur via displac; Y'"enji- ol! " a cat icn by the 

metal ion to be extracted and so many organic acids can extract --netals 

via proton displacement. The general reaction -for the extraction of 

copper by a monovalent acid (RH) is (7) 

r+ 2H 1 .3 CU2+ 
aq + 2RH 

o rg 
R2 'ýJ org aq 

The important reagents for the removal of the transition metal cations 

from aqueous acid medi-a fall into this class. The extractant di-(2-el-hyl-. 

hexyl) phosphoric acid (D2EHPA) has been widely used to extract the urEnyl 

ion from uranium leach liquors and has found recent commercial application 

in the removal of cobalt and nickel from acidic sulphate solutions 
(8) 

The reagent has the following structure. 

// 0 
(CH3 (CH2)3 CH CH20) p 

C2H5 0H 

The general reaction equation above can also involve chelation 



whereby a iring structure is forn,, (--, d involving 1-111c m6tal ! on and the 

extractant molecules. The inipor-tiant LIX range, of chemicals, 

manUfactured by General Mills Inc., the Acorga reagents P1 and P17., 

and the Shel I extractant, SME 529 ai I J- ex, tract metals by this mechanism. 

All these chemicals are based on the structure below (9) 
which 

falls into the class of a ý-hydroxyoxime. 

R c 

OH OH 

Here the phenolic proton is available for exchange with the cation. 

For the commercial oximes the aliphatic side chain is generally CgH19 

thereby ensuring high insolubility in the aqueous phase. 

It is clear from consideration of the above equations for 

solvation, anion and cation exchange that in extraction processes 

involving a chemical-interaction the equilibrium of a single solute 

will be affected by the presence of cther interacting solutes in the 

system. in the case of uranium extraction by TBP, free nitrate ions in 

the aqueous phase will enhance the distribution of the uranium, while 

the presence of solutes, e. g. Pu IV, which also complex with TBP 

will inhibit uranium transfer. The extraction of chromate by a quaternary 

amine wi II be inf luenced by other anions in solution and especial ly the 

counter anion attached to the extractant. Similarly, the recovery of coppe, - 

by organ ic ac i ds wiII be i nf I uenced by the ac idi ty of the aqueous phase. 

The di stri but ion of a so lute wi II theref ore be. corr,. e a comp I ex f Uncti, on of 



-t- 

aIi the so I utes, aff cc ti ri@ the equ 11i ! -,; - i urn pos it i oii arid yet these 

equilihm-lum ;,, ill have -to be known in or-der to tully understand the 

behaviour of the extraction process. 

A prerequisite for the malhamatical modelling of an e, xtraction 

process is an algebraic description of the equilibrium data. Once 

this has been ob-ýained, programmes which have appeared in the literature 

may be used for: 

(1) the optimization of process conditions, 
(10) 

(I H. (2) the evaluation of process control procedures, and 

(3) the simulation of start-up transients. 
(12) 

Advantage may be taken of computer faci I ities to aid the designer and 

in particular handle the complex set of equilibrium data. 

This thesis explores the methods of presenting and modGlling 

equilibrium data in metal solvent extraction systems and illustrates 

the application of such models to steady state processes. The 

published data for the copper/oxime/sulphate system have been used. 

Also, the eq 
I 
ullibria for the single metal extraction of zinc and copper 

by D2EHPA from aqueous sulphate solutions and for the binary extraction 

of zinc and copper in the same system have been measured. This system 

was chosen because zinc and copper OCCUr in intimate association in many 

oxide and sulphide ores, 
(13) 

and therefore are contained in certain 

leach liquors, (14)(15) 
rinse solutions and mine waters. 

The possibilities of decontaminating zinc of copper are stated. 



CHAPTER 2 

DISTRIBUTION EQUILIBRIA IN THE SOLVENT EXTRACTION OF METALS; 

2.1 Theoretical Treatment of Equilibria 

Berthelot and Jun9fleish (24) 
pin 1872, f ou rid emp iri ca 1 11 y that f or 

a system involving 'Iwo immiscible liquids, S solute, which is soluble 

in both of the liquids, distributes itself between them in a definite 

manner. This is expressed for constant temperature and piressure by 

the equation. 

Cil i constant 2.1 

where [i], and (i12 are the concentrations of the solute i a', 

equilibrium in phases I and . 
21. This equation is the simplest description 

of the distribution law. 

The condition of equilibrium is the equality between -the chemical 

potentials (p) of the distributed Substance. 

Ill 112 96.2.2 

The chemical potentials may be written in terms of activities, fi}, 

P1 =- p 10 -ý- RT In{i}1. #. 2.3, 

&.. 2.4 112 112 0 -1- RT In 12 

which by rearran,, )inQ gives 

20- 1110 n T, i }I 0. *2.51 

RT {i 12 



.c 
-9- 

where the 11 
0 

Is are the chemical potentials in their standard states. 

If the same sta nda rd state is used then the equa Ii ty of the act 1viti es 

is the condition for equilibrium. 

I'll ':: 012 
#.. 2.6 

For different -standard states the equation becomes 

fill 

2. 

where K is the equilibrium constant and is equivalent to exp ý1120-VIO)Pl- 

Equation 2.7 is a statement of the Nernst equation. 

If the solutions obey Henry's or Racult's law, activities can be 

replaced by mole fractions, N,, and +Ihen 

N., = 
Ii 

N12 
constant 

2.8 

In systerns involving dilute solutions I I -he ratio of mole fractions 

approximates to that of concentration, consequently 

constant 
2.9 

Berthelot's findings are therefore only true for ideal dilute solutions. 

The statement of equal activities is a convenient tool for studying 

non-electrolyte equilibria where the pure substance is taken as the 

standard state. A number of theoretical expressions have been developed 

relating activities to phase composition 
(1) for predicting and correlating 

purposes. Renon's 
(25) 

non-randorn two liquid equation is one of the most 

recent and has also been applied by Ellis et al. 
(26) to organic ternary 

systems. 



.. -Io- 

the case of equilibria involving, specific chemical interactions 

a convenient treatment is one involving the law of mass action. 

Consider the extrziction of a n-valent metal cation M ri+ from an aqueous 

phase by an acidic reagent, RH. The equilibria iliustrated in figure 2.1 

are involved and the complex formed in accordance with the equation below 

will be extracted into the- organic phase. 

M n+ nRH --\ MR + nFl + 
aq org n org aq 

(neglecting wal-er of hydration) 

The equ iIi br 1 um consta nt f or th is reaCt i on is9i ven by 

{MR 
nIo r-9 

{H+ n 
aq 

{Mn, }aq JRH ,n 
org 

10 

... 2.11 

The mechanisms can be considered to involve the following step-s. 
(27) 

(i) the organic extractant partitions between the aqueous and 

organic phases, 

-r 

RH Ix RH 
o rg -% aq 2.12 

the partition coefficient is 

PRH 
{RHI 

org 
fRH} 

aq 2.15 

(H) The extractant dissociates in the aqueous phase 

RH RH2.14 
aq aq aq 



(a . Iso hydrolysis to give M(OH)(n-j)-F 

to give NIX (n-P, )., ) 

RH 

and coordl, -, ation 

M n+ + nR- MR 

AQUEOUS PHASE 

ORGANIC PHASE RH MR 

(then polymerisation to give (RFI) 
q, 

(MR 
n)r and (MR 

n)s 
'k RI-1) t 

Figure 2.1. Distribution equilibria for a n-valent cation. 



-12-- 

The dissociation constant is given by 

kl fR-j 
aq 

fH +} 
aq 

f RH} 
aq 

(iii) The rretal complex now forms in the aqueous) phase 

n+ + nR- MR 
aq aq n aq 

and the formation constant is obtained from 

k2 

-{ 

MR 
n} ag 

{M"} {R-} 
aq aq 

-. *2.15 

2.16 

... 2.17 

Ov) The metal complox is partitioned between the two phases- 

MR MR 
n aq n org 

The partition coefficient is 

PMR {MR 
nI org 

JMR 
nI aq 

r*. 2 . 18 

a. *2.19 

Combining 'I he equations for steps (i (iv) gives an expression 

for 'the organic metal activity. 

n+ k 1n fRH }n {MR 
n, 

} 
org PMR 

n 
k2 IM laq 

org 
}n pH aq R H. ' 

... 2.20 



13- 

which on rearrangling gives 

n PMR k2 k1 Mi {H+} rl 

pn Ylll+} aq 
RH ,n 

crg ... 2.2 1 RH 

Hence the overa II equ iIi bi- i um constant Kis connecýed wi th those 

for the different stepý-s by 

PMR k2 kI 
n 

n PRH 

Of course, in the aqueous phase, additional reactions will 

be occurring that affect the free metai ion concentration. The 

metal cation may well undergo hydrolysis 

m n+ j OH- M (OH) (n-j) 
aq 

k3- {M (OH) 
(n-j )+} 

as 

ýMn+ , {OH - IJ 
aq aq 

*.. 2.22 

... 2.23 

2 2.24 

I ntroducti on of an add i 'I i ona I an i on, (X into the aqueous 

phase imay wel I produce anion coordinatio.,;. 

m n+ x mx (n-- 
aq aq aq 

k4 fMX 
(n-P, ) 

-+ 
aq 

n+, 
aq aq 

&.. 2.25 

a*. 2ý 
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Simi larly the situation may be fUrther compl ical-ed by 0., -o,, gni, -- 

phase reactions.. which may involve either ! he reagent, J-he complex 

or both. 

RH (RH) 
org q org 2.227 

r MR (MR ).. 
o2.28 n org ri Ir org 

(MR 
n)s+ 

tRH (MR ) (RH) 
org o rg nst org 2.29 

A useful measure of the extraction of a metal is 1-he distri-bution 

coeff icient, D, def ined as the ratio of the total analy'l ical metal 

concentration in the organiC phase, to its totdl analytical concentrition 

in the aqueous phase. 
(24) 

Thus for the above case 

D [T, (M R+ (MR ) (RH) 
ti 

[(M n (MR 4EM (OH) 
(n-j) 

+ zmv(ri-9, 
) 

n aq 
10. #2.30 

This expression is very difficult to apply directly to the analysis 

of exper imenta I data because of the uncerta 1 nty of aII the chem i ca I 

reactions taking place. 
(24) Normally two assumptions are made. The 

first is Ihat the metal is present only as MR 
n 

il', the organic phase 

and the second that coordination of the metal ion in the aqueous phase 

is negligible. Therefore 

n3 org 
Im n+ ]aq 2.31 
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wh i ch is re I ated to the overa 11 equ i11 br- i uri constant, Previously 

dc, scr i bed I ,. 
by -J-he equation 

DK RH nn 
org 

od' I"aqy 
VIR 

n org 2.32 

v,, h ere y1sa re the act 1vi ty coe If1cI ents. This equation r,,, iay also 

be wr , -tten as 

D=K FRH] nn (y tit+ ) Jo rý, yMaq KI [RH) RH o r-9 
[H"' n+n 

aq [H (YH-; Y MR 
n) org 

SSS 

where Kl 1s an a ppa rent equ 111 71 um constant i ncorporaý i nrq act ivi J-y 

coef fici ents., and equa IsK when the activity coefficie-rit ratio is Ore. 

2.2 Gra hical Treatmerit of Equi I lbria 

The distribution of ruflienium tetroxide between carbon te-l-rachlOride 

and water falls into the class 
(28) 

involving covalent solulles. VaPOLA, r-- 

pressuire, and distribution measurements have shown that solutions of 

-etr " molar. 
(28) 

textroxide in water and carbon -I , ach I or i de are i dea I be, I ow 0. ý 

Hencc the equilibrium situation can be described by Berthelot's equation 

IRU041 
org 

[RuO4] 
aq 

and in particular by 

= constant ... 2.34 

IRU041 
org = 58.4 IRU041 

aq o. *2.35 
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The who Ie of tho equ i11 Lr 1 Urn, dota f or th 1s system, theref ore, can 

be rcpresented by a straight Ii ne as show n in f igure It is Of 

i nterest to note that -11-ho above distribution coeff icient is large in 

comparison wi rh those for physical distribution of organic solutes. 

For the case of equilibria involving specific chemical interactions 

a single line is not sufficien-1, IFO TFU I ly describe the distribution 

of the metal solute. Equation 2.3,2 demonstraTes that the concentratio, ý! 

of the metal in the organic phase is dependent on the aqueous metal 

concentration, the hydrogen ion concentration and the concentration of 

uncomplexeJ extractant. If the inlitiai concentration, C, of active 

extractant in the organ ic phase is fixed, the. colqposd. -ti. ý)n of this 

phase is given by 

CRH] 
org 

+n[ MR 
n] org 

and therefore the "free" extractant concentration is 

JRHJ 
org =C- nE MR 

n] org 

Substitution into equation 2.33 and expanding gives 

36 

4.. 
2.37 

[MR 
n] org 

Kl (C -n [MR 
n] 

)n [M n+j 
aq 2.38 

,,, +, n 
aq 

or simplifying 

IVIR 
n]org 

n+r+ 
L aqL 

HI 
aq a. *2.39 



12.0 

[Rul 
org 

6.0 

-1 7-. 

[Ru] 
aq g/k 

Figure 2.2 The distribution of ruthenium tetroxide 

between water and'carbon tetrachloride. (Data 

f rorn reference 28). 

0.1 0.2 0.3 
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Equation 2.39 demonstrates that the equilibria wi! l be represented 

by a surface in three dimensional space. For chemical engineering 

situations it is more convenient to express the p'll dependency of the 

extraction in terms of total acid content of the a(I'LICIOUS phase 
(29) 

Also it has been shown that pH in a mixture of metal salts at high 

concentrations, as would be found in certain hydrometal lurgical I 

operations, is of doubtful value as a measure of -the hydrogen ion 

concentrat 1 on. 
(30) Therefore the axes of the equilibrium surface 

become the metal concentrations in both phases and the total acid 

concentration in til-le aqueous phase, as is shown in figure 2.., which 

arereported da-fa (31) for the extraction of copper from an aa. L! eous 

sulphate solution by LIX 64N of initial 10% v/v active extractant 

concentration. Only a part of the equilibrium surface is shown as it 

represents the area of most interest for that sVstem. The representation 

is quantitative where the data are plotted on isometric graph paper. 

It is possible to condense the surface onto a two d1mensional 

diagrarr. where a family of curves representing slices through the 

surface at constant [CuR2]or-g' [CU 2+ 1 
aq or P2SOOaq 

, lie between axes 

representing the remaining component concentral-ions. This is illustrated 

in figure 2.4. It is noted that increased acid depresses the extraction 

of copper. 

Similarly the extraction of uranium from an aqueous nitric acid 

solution by TBP can be represented by a surface of equilibrium, 

The reaction equations are 
(5) 

+ TBP -- 
;6 U02 2+ 2NO3 +2 U02 (N03)2.2TBP 2.40 

aq aq o rg 

H+ N03 + TBP HN03 . TBP 22.411 
aq aq org org 

pecie are extracled by the TEP f rom wh i ch it ca(l be seen It-hat two S -d I 

i 



3 

2 

[Cul 
org 

g/k 

1 9- 

7 

Fi extractl gure 2.3. The equilibrium surface for copper ton 

by 10% V/v LIX 64N (Data from reference 31) 
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which is quite different from the exchange reac-l-ion described previously 

tor copper. 'The "free" TBP concentration ,I is given by 

[TBP3 
org 

C-2 'LU02(N03)2.2-, l'BP] 
org org 

2 2.4.11 

From equation 2.41 

Kl [HN03, T61'-] H org 
[H +]aq [N03 ]aq [TBP] 

org 2.43 

and combining with equation 2.42 gives 

c- 21UO2(NO3)2 
. 2TBP-l =[TBPI. -, 

(i + KI [H + FNO-" 
... 2.44 H aq . 3Jaq 

Applying the mass action law to reaction 2.40 one obtains 

Kl ! J02(NO3)2.2TBPI 
u org 

[t, 103-3 2 CU02 'laq 
aq 

[TBp]2 
org 2.45 

Substitution with equation 2.44 and rearranging gives 

IU02(NO3)2,2TBPI K' [N03 -32 [UO 2 2+ 1 
org u aq aq 

(C - 21'JO2(NO3)2.2TBP] )2 (1 + K! [H+-"i [NC)3) )2 ... 2.46 
org H aq aq 

Thus the concentration of uranium in the organic phase is a function 

of the uranium and nitric acid concentrations in the aqueous phase. 

By a simi lar procedure the distribution oil nitric acid can be 

expressed as 



r 
- 22- 

EHNO 3 [3'jl 
0 r-9 

C-2K 
11 

EU022-'I E N031 2 
aq 

ý[HN03* T"3F)7jorg 
2 

aq 
KI [H + ]--Uý031 
H aq aq 

[HN03. TBPI 
org 

K1 [Irl + [N031 2.47 
Haqaq 

Therefore the concentration ol' nitric acid in the organic phase is also 

a function of the aqueous phase concentrations. 

Equilibrium data (32) 
for the above solutes are shown in figures 

2.5 and 2.6. With a given concentration of uranyl r)i-! -rate and nitric acid 

in the aqueous, the equilibrium concentrations of uraiiium and acid in 

the organic phase are uniquely determined, It should be noted that in the 

case of figure 2.5 the extraction of uranium is enhanced with increased 

amounts of nitric acid present. This is a sail-ling out effect, for the 

nitric acid provides additional nitrate ioi-Is to displace reaction 2.40 to 

the right and is poorly extracted in its own right. and therefore does no-1- 

strongly compete with the uranium for the TBP. Not surprisingly, according 

-to f igure 2.6, the uranium suppresses the extraction of nitric acid. 

There is a point-to-point relationship between figures 2.5 and 2.6. 

Any equilibrium point is represented by only one equilibrium point on 

the other diagram. The two plots can therefore be condensed onto one 

diagram forming a grid over the equilibrium surface as shown in T", gure 2.7. 

From any two concentrations the other two equ i 11 bri um va I ues can be obta i ned. 

A more complicated equilibrium situation occurs in the extraction 

of two metalssimultaneously by the same organic reagent. 

Consider the extraction of the metals M n+ and Mn+ 1 11 

M, n+ + nRH I aq org 
MR In org 

nH aq ,. *2.48 

n+ + nRH R -r nH + 
II aq o rg no rg aq L. *2.49 
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Fi. '2.5 Family of equilibr, 

[UO2(NO3), 
)] aq M, 

A -raction by V gure um curves for uranyl nit, --EI-e e-I TBP (Data from reference 32) 
IA 

[HN031org 

M 

0.5 

-U02(NO3)21 aq 

0 

). 

0.05 

0.10 

C). 30 

F 

23 
[H NO q : 14, 

: ýurves for nitric acid exti-Elction by 30'1 



[UC)2 (NO 3)2 

0. 

0. 

0. 

0. 

3.0 

Figure 2.7. The equilibrium grid for uranyl nitrate and 

nitric acid extraction by 30'/0 V/v TBP. 

p4 

(Data. f rom refference 32) 
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In this case 

[-RH] RI n[M R 
n-j Oro 

TI n] o rg 

From equations 2.48 and 2.49 

El n [M Rn 
org aq 

[Ni n+ n 
aq org 

[M 
L ril, or2 aq 

Im 
I 
n+ 

-1 aq 
[RH] nor 

_q 

2.50 

... 

llý 2.52 

Rearranging equation 2.51 and combining with equaflons 2.50 and 2.51 

gives 

n [fl Rn] [Im R1 [H +1 
n org aq org 

n rm n+ 
L 'IM 

,1aq 

f Kl m j n+ I 

LH + -, n 
aq 

[m 
rl 
] 
orq 

EH +na 

n Kýl [m 
I II aq 

.. *2.53 

Thus 

[M n+ I Im n+ r-H . 1. ] [M 
IR nj org I aq 1 .1 

Jaq L aq 21 9.. ý54 

and similarly 

EM, n+l [H +3 
aq II n] orp 

fI, 

aq -4 aq 
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it-, des ign c: --ý Icu lations fo,, I- processes involving binary metal 
distributions, it is possible to obtain I-he total mefal concentration in 

either phase and then de-re, -rmine individual values using -the separal-ion f-;, clror; 
ý, which is the ratio of the distribution coefficiei-its. 

P. 
*. 2.56 DM 

This is also Usef UI in representing graphically such systems. 

Thus equal-ions 2.54 and 2.55 can be written in terms of total metal 

concentrations 

x T' NM 
I, 

H 
.. *2.57 

where YT the total metal concentration in the organic phase, 

xT the total metal concentration in the aqueous phase, 

NM the mole fraction of NI I in the aqueous phase, and 

H the total acidity in the aqueous phase. 

When NM1.0 the surface obtained represents the data for the 

sinqle metal extraction of M, 
.9 and vice versa when N,,,, = 0.0. At mole 

fraction values between zero and one, binary extraction is described, and 

the equilibrium concentrations lie in the solid between the limits set by 

the single metal da-', -a. This is illustrated in figure 2.8 for the extraction 

of neodynium and samarium from an acidic chloride aqueous phase by the reagent 

D2EHPA (33) 
; the data have been plotted in the new graphical format. In 

the diagram the surface abcd represents the equilibria when only neodynium, 

is present and the surface adef is for the equilibria when on! y samarium 

is present. 
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[Total meta 
M 

0.15 

io 

0. -05 

0.9 

Figure 2.8 The equilibrium solid for the extraction oý neodynium 

e 

c 

D 

and samarium by IM D2EHPA. (Dal-a from reference 33). 
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The graphical organisation of equi I ibrium data which is developed 

in this work has been a powerful aid to the design of experiments to 

measure a range of data in the zi nc-copper-su I phuric acid-water- D2'L7-Fl'PA 

system and is later shown to be useful in stagewlse design proceduces. 

Unfortunately as the number of interacting solutes is increased beyond 

three resort has to be made to a purely mathematical description ot the 

appropriate data. 

j. 
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CHAPTER 3 

A SURVEY OF MIODELUNG PROCEDURES FOP E UILIBRIA IN METALS FXT'W-'FiM., LQ 

3.1 Introduction 

The approaches which have been made to the modelling of metal 

equilibria fall into three main caTegories: 

(i) Chem i ca IIy based mode Is vih 1 ch seek to mode 1 the data on -1 he 

basis of the known chemistry of the extraction. Theso can be made, 

thermodynamically rigorous if activity data ý, rc, erployed. 

(ii) Semi-empirical models using analogi, ý-, s between gas adsorption 

and vapour-liquid equilibria. 

(iii) Tota IIy emp iri ca I mode Is wh 1 ch use, ý,, enc ra 11ý, ed rnathematil ca I 

expressions such as polynomials. 

3.2 Chemically Based Models 

Initial attempts at modelling equilibrium data were base(-, ' (-. )ri the 

mass action equation with certain s7, mplifying aSSUMptiOnS. These 

assumptions were M unit activity coefficients applied for all species 

(ii) complete dissociation of the solute occurred in the aqueous phase 

and (iii) there were no competing side reactions. Therefore, iff one 

can write down the extraction equation then a knowledge- of the equi i ibrium 

constant for the reaction and certain concentration val. uec,, allow 
I 

the calculation of the remaining values. In the example of uranium 

extraction from aqueous nitrate solutions by TBP one has 

U02 2+ + 22- NO 3+ 2TBP U02 ([, I 

aq aq 
N 

'103)2.2TBP org 
3. i 

and 

'NOQ)2.2TEP] K [U02% 
org 

U 2+ [NO-3 12 [TBp]2 3.2 02 
aq laq org 
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The threc. asSurp. ptioni,, above are generally not -valld and 1-here-lore 

4 

app 1i cat i cns of the crude cherni. ca I model are of limited value. A ma*ýor i 
improvement is made if concentrations are replaced by activities but 

except for a numbe, - of pure di lute solutions these are not knr, -)wn, The 

need for a detai led knowiedge of the uranium extraction system has 

supported a considerable analytical effort in an atteimpt to measure 

activities in that system and Glueckauf (34) 
has then used a form of 

equation 3.2 to model the extraction isotherm. For solutions less, 

than 0.4 molal in uranium the isotherm is linear and the mode! fits 

very well, but in the curved region of the isotherm (>CU. 4 molal) 

it is necessary to assume 1-hat each uranyl nitrate is associated wilh 

2.1 rno les of TBP, rather tha n 2.0 mo I es, in order to obta ina good fit. 

Similar adjustments were found to be necessary in order to mode'l the 

extraction of lithium nitrate by TBP where again detailedd activity 

data a re ava 11 ab 1 e. 

If activity dall-a are not Used a second I imitation is imposed on 

equation 3.2 for now K need not necessarily remain constant and To r 

the uranium system Harrington 
(5) 

has shown that it may change by a 

factor of ten or more. Noting this, Flett et al. 
(35) 

) working on 

the extraction of trivalent rare earths by D2EHPA, used the concept 

of a variable K value. Leaver 
(6) 

worked independently on the extraction 

of chromium and vanadium by a quaternaryamllne, and came to the same 

conclusion. Thus the value of K is an apparent equilibrium constant 

and is only an average of the individual thermodynamic K values over a 

given concentration range. Both workers claim some success for their 

models but inspection of the results shows that areas exist where poor 

fits of their exPerimental data occur. 

The method is only as good as the proposed reaction equation. it 

is wel I known that at macro concentrations the ch. em,, stry of extraction 

can be more comp I ex 11-han that descr i bed by s1 mp Ie equa -11 i ons of ti ype 3.2 
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and, tnus, in the case of zam ines, assoc i at i on in the organ ic phase 
(6) 

may have to be taken into account. ' 

3,, 3 Semi-Ernpirical Models 

3.3.1 A na log! es to adjoL2ti. 2p 
_ 

Ellis (36) 
noted the similarity between the shape of the 

gas-solid adsorption isotherm and the shape of the distribution 

isotherm for solvent extraction systems involving chemical c-eaction. 

He assumed that -the curvature was due to the reaction between the 

extracted substance and the extractant., so that, as more material is 

extracted the amount ()f available extractant decreases. This is 

analogous to the conditions. considered by Langmuir In the derivation 

of the equation I, or the adsorption isotherm, see Brunauer 
(37) 

. 

In the case of the Langmuir equation for gas-solid e-quilibria. the 

curvature is due to the decrease in surface area 2vailable for 

adsorption as the surface becomes covered with adsorbed solute. 

The Langmuir equation takes the following form in a liquId-liquid 

extraction system, 

y/y s). I. 3.3 

where D distribution coefficient, D= y/x, 

D" = limiting distribution coefficient, D" = limit D as y -* 00 

x, y= molar concentration 

ys = limiting molar concentration. 

Lloyd and Oertel 
(38) 

used the theory of the mechanism of metai 

extraction by amines developed by Brown et al. 
(38) to extend the 

above equation. Making the assumption that there are n amine molecules, 

associated'with each molecule of the extracted species, then the arnine 

molecules involved in the complex will be equivalent to an amina 

concentration ny, where y is the organic phase mollar-Ity of the extrac-l-eril 



Spec i es- . The froo arnine concentration is thus C-ny, ,, I; here C is the 

total amine molaritV. Al! owing the extraction coefficient for the 

,h system to be proportional -to -1-he d' power of the free amine 

concentration -then 

C-ny) 5.4 

C being the constant of proportionality. This power relationship, 

is a form of the Freundlich adsorption isotherm equation. 

ý-y of the hundred or so pub Ii shed extract i on 1 sotherms The majoril I 

examined by Lloyd and Oertel could be correlated using the linear 

case i. e. d=1. The orly significant exception was for the 

extraction of plutonium from nitric acid where the more general power, 

relationship was applicable. 

These authors then extended the eqUation to involve the extiraction 

of two species simultaneously. The free amine concentration in this 

case is now C- nlyl- n, )Y2y where yl, Y2 are the equi I ibrium organic 

phase concentrations, and nj and n2 are the loading factors of the 

two species I and 2. Values of nj, n2, yj and Y2 are found from the 

individual extraction of the species. It was then assumed that the 

extraction and loading factors remain constant whether one species 

extracted alone or in the presence of another, and hence two equal-ions 

were set up relating the organic and aqueous phase concentrations of the 

two extracted species at equilibrium, e. g. 

Yi d3.55, 
El y1n, - Y2 n2) 

X1 

Y2 d2 
62 y1n, - Y2n2) 3.6 

X2 
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Although fliese derived isotherms were of then, same general shapie as 

The experimen-11-al on(-: -:,, the values of the organic phase concentrations 

were high over most of the range. 

3.3.2 Ana I oq i es 
, --Lil 

ýou r)id ýLýi ii L- ia 
-. 

19 : LLq-L_ 

Attempts to correlate multi-component systems have be-on carrie-d 
(37) 

Nd out by loannou et al. , EquMbrium data for the systems SMC'3 

C13 - HCI -- H20 - ltI-D2'i: -PPA - AMSCO and SmC13 - NdC13 - CeC13 - ýICI - 

H20 - IM - D2EHPA - ANISCO were studied. The models used consist Of a 

series of linear terms analogous to Raoult's law for ideal solutions 

and a series of non-linear terms predicting the deviaticris from ideality. 

Raoult's law may be expressed as 

PA p VA zA .0.3.7 

where PA *"-- partial pressure of component A in the vapour phase, 

P VA vapour pressure of pure A, ZA We fraction of component A 

in the liquid. 

The total pressure (P), according to Dalton's law, is given by 

the sum of the partial pressures: 

PA + PB +. PC + 04.0 =p VA ZA+ PVB ZB+00. ooo3.8 

It was proposed that for liquid-liquid systems the P VA zA term may 

be substituted for y* NýJq where y* is the molarity of A in the 
A aq,, A 

equilibral-ed organic phase for a single component systen-, and N Aaq is its 

mole fraction in the aqueous phase. The total pressure term thus 

becomes the -total concentration in the organic phase. For example, 

the forms of loannouls equations for (1) the binary systerr, Sm/Nd 

and (2) the. ternary syStem Sm/Nd/Ce are given below. 



YT 

.. *3.10 

YT total lanthanide organic concentration; Ay Sm' Ay Nd , AyCe 

deviations from ideality. 

Once the total lanthanide organic concentrations for, Fhe 

binary and ternary system are calculated as a function of the 

aqueous phase variables, the composition of the organic phase can 

be obtained knowing the separation factor l3 for each pair of 

elements. 

y*Ny*N+ Ay Ay ... 3.9 Sm Srn, aq + Nd Nd, aq sm + Nd 

y*N+ Y* NN+ C, I)m Sm, aq Nd Nd, aq + YCe, Ce, aq 'ýYSm' ý'YNd + LNe 

From the def initions of ý and YT in the binary system, 

Ys rn x Nd 
SmPNd x Sm YNd 

yT YSM + YNd 

one obtains 

yT 

YSM 
+x Nd 

ýSrn, Nd xS 
rn 

A similar approach for the ternary system yields 

0.6 '9.1 1 

s.. 3.12 

a0.3.13 

v 
,T 

Sm xx I+I Nd +I Ce 

Sm. Nd x 
"m 

ýSm, Ce x Nd 
I 

SSS 
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and v T 
+ 

X( 
+ 

Sm, Nd 
x 

Isa 
Nd 

FNd 
, Ce 

3.4 Total 11. Empirical Models 

x 
Ce 

x Nd 

Sharp and Smutz'--' worked with the five-solute system 

3.15 

La(N03)3- Pr(N03)3- Nd(NO3)3- Sm(N03)3 - HNOo. - TBP - H20, and 

dove I oped a n,, el-h,. )d of ca I cu I at I rig the cond iti ons in one eqLJ iIi br- i um phEsl--, 

when the contacting phase was cornpletely specified. Owing to the large 

number of solutes present it was considered impracticaj to systematlicaily 

investigate the eqUilibrium of the five so! ute systern directly and 

therefore the approach was to use experimentally determined data for the 

contribul-ing systems of two and three components to predict the 

equ iIi bri um of the more comp I ex systern. The calculation method is 

based on two assumptions: 

(1) separation factors between two rare earth nitrates are a 

function of the tollal nitrate molarity ol the organic phase and relatively 

independent of the phase composition, and 

(2) the separation factor data obtained for the. two-solutS system 

also hold for the five component system. 

The calculation procedure was to obtain values of the distribution 

coef fici ents -, *or tota I so I utes present, Dt, a nd f or ni tr ic ac 1 d, Dac, 

from the contributing two solute system and then use the defining equations 
I 

Dt MOLARITY OF SOLUTES IN THE ORGANI PHASE t 

AQULEOUS PHASLE TX-T MOLARITY OF SOLUTES IN THE t 

3.16 

D MOLWTY OF NITRIC ACID IN THP ORG; ýNl(' PHASE 
(y 

ac 
ac MOLARITY OF N17RIC ACID IN THEE. AQUEOUS) PHASE (x 

ac 

00o3.17 



-" 

ac 

yt - Yac 

3. !8 

.. *3.19 

to calculate the total molarity, arid the rare earth molarity of 

the unspecified phase. 

The separation factors between the rare earths obtained frDm 

data for the contributing three solute systems may be used in one o, 

the equations 

yT Pr xI 
T 

Ui 
pr xI 

... 3.20 

X- 
f Yi 

T 
ßi-Pr (yi/ß 1-Pr 3.21 

to calculate the rare earth molaritles of the unspecified phase. 

Because of the simplifying assumptions of this approach the model, 

in general, is not applicable to other extraction systems. It is, 

possible that the method may be used for MUlt1SOIL1te processes containing 

a series of chemically similar solutes. 

Equilibria in the copper/LIX 64N system have been described by 

Robinson and Paynter 
(31) 

and have beeý found, experimentally, to be 

affected by: 

(I) the concentration of the active oxime, LIX 64N, in the organic 

phase fed to the system, 

(2) the concentration of copper fed to the system, and 

(3) the acid concentration in the feed, 



-- 

A genera Ii seed po I ynom 1aIv., es used to descir i be the ef f ects of 

the variables: 

y=a+ 
w 

a x + 

p p 

ww 

EE 
p=l q=l 

a 
pq 

xpxq.. 63.22 

where y, the dependent variable, is the concentration of copper 

in the organic phase and the xI are functions of the variables: 

(1) the concentration of copper in the aqueous phase, Cu 
aq 

(2) the concentration of sulphuric acid in the aqueous phase; 

H2SOý'aq , and 

(3) the concentration of LIX 64N in the diluent. 

A three variable correlatiot,, involving y,, Cu 
aq and 1-12S04aq was 

initially carried out by considering data tor on-, - particular LIX 64N 

concentration in -the diluent. This was subsequenfly extended to a 

four dimensional correlation so that the model could be used to find 

the optimum concentration of organic active agent . The model acCounted 

-- the sysI-em, bUt it was ne- for 99.5% of the total variance oi* %lessary to 

fix two independent sets of parameters to cover two different regions of 

the continuum. 

A similar system where a four dimensional correlation would apply 

is, for example.. the liquid cation-, exchange extraction involving D2EHPA 

in a non-polar diluent and a lanthanide 

Ln3+ +3(RH2 Ln(R2H)3 + 3H 

where (RH)2 and Ln3+ represent the dimeric acid of the solvipnt and the 

free lanthanide trivalent ion, respectively. Another example is that 

where yttrium thiocyanate is extracted by a quaternary ammonium salt. 
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R k-/ 4NSCN + Y(SCN)ý. ROY(SCM4 + S"N 

Goto 
(10) 

has o-ý, arnined the above syst ems using the poiynomia 

approach identical to the one previously described for copper/LIX 64N, 

and has modelled the observed equilibria at a given reagent loading. 

He obtained good agreement between the experimental and calculated results 

if the came polynomial was -fitted to different parts o-, r- the surface so 

generating different sets of parameters. 

A simi lar study of the lanthanide system carried out by loannou et al . 
(33) 

produced mathematical models for single compo, nent equi ! ibrium of the form 

a2a3 (a4 + a5H + a6 112) 
a, xeH *.. 3.2 3 

where y refers to the organic phase and x to the aqueous phase; H is the 

aci di ty. Comparing the f its of the datz---ý obtained by the polyr., c,, mial. *of 

Goto and the equation of loannou there appears to be very I ittle to choose 

between them; average errors of around 5% can be expected which is well 

within the accuracy of the experimental data. 

3.5 DISCUSSION 

The models which have been reviewed in this chapter offer varying 

advantages for the systems studied. The estimated accuracies are 

summarised in Table 3.1. 

The models based on the chemistry of the system are highly specific 

in that a prior knowledge of the chemical reac-'I-ions is required. The 

chemical approach becomes more sophisticated when activities are used 

instead of concentrations but this knowledge requires a great deal of 

-experimental effor-1- and is perhaps not worthwhile when other simpler 

models can give jUst as 9-%-. od af it. The main advantage of a chemical-acti,. 1ty 
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mode Iis that, because of the know i edge of the react 1 on, more conf i dence 

could be placed on ex-trapolations -to predict data outside the existing 

range of resu I ts used to f ormu I ate the model. . In the, case of other 

models, the exercise is no more Ihan one of smoothirg data for 

interpolation put-poses. The advantages and disadvantages of the 

modelling approaches are presented in -lable 3.2. 

j 
(39 ) The Sharp and Smu Fz method is a special case, for they were 

able to predict the behaviouir of a five solute system by using a set 

of binary and ter-nary results only. The similarity of the rare earth 

so I utes wh i ch were extracted aII owed the q ua. te rna ry 1 nteract i ons between 

the rare earths to be neglected. 
(31 

.. 
the totally empirical approach of Robinson Of the other models 

and Goto 
(10) 

will guarantee a good fit to a given surface. This is 

especially so where a set of polynomials is applied 1c; different sections 

of the data. A danger exists here where a polynomial found for a given 

region of the experimental data is used to extend the results outside the 

existing range for it could be that 11-he extended data are now in the very 

region where the chemistry of the process begins to change. 
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EXPE-R 1M ENITA L PROU 'EDURE 

4.1 Materials 

The chemicals used in this study were of analytical reagent grade 

unless otherwise stated. 

D2EE-HPA was supplied by Albright and Wilson Ltd. The purity of the 

so! vent was obtained by titration with 0.2M NaOH solution in a me-dium 

of 80% v/v absolute alcohol in water, using a pH meter. 
(40) Th. - titration 

curve is shown in figure 4.1 and indicates a purity olý 97.5% with no det----lable 

monoes-l-er. 

"E "Id R", D2EPHA may be pur if1 ed by extract i nq copper i nto a so 1 ut I on of D"- 

and precipitating the resulting salt, with acetone. 
(41) Dilute aqueous 

acid converts the Cu(D2EHPA)2 back to D2EH PA and aqueous copper. This 

procedure was fol lowed on a sm all sample of D2EHPA (100 m1s) and a final 

solvent of purity in excess of 99% was achieved, However, the complexity 

of the purification procedure and the large volumes of extractant required' 

in this work made -11-he process impractical . The D2EHPA was therefogre used 

as received from the manufacturer. 

The high viscosity of the extractant does not permit its use in an 

undi I uted form. 
(16) 

.A hydrocarbon diluent., odourless kerosene, supplied 

by Shell-Mlex and B. P. Ltd was used to produce 10% v /v and 20% V/v solutions 

of D2EHPA. 

Aqueous solutions Of divalent zinc and copper were prepared by dissolvirg 

the su I phates (ZNS04.7H20, CUS04 - 5-H20) 1nd1 sti II ed wate, -. Various acidic 

solutions of zinc and copper sulphate were made by adding previously 

standardized sulphuric acid. 
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4.2.1 

The determination of copper in aquccus sulphate solution was 

carried out by titration with standardizer (42) d sod i un-i th i o-, Li I phate. ' 

In order to obta 1n accu rate resu I ts the pH of the I- i t, ral- i on s. hou! e, be 1n 

the range 4-5.5. A few drops of dilute sodium, carbonate were added 

to, a sui tabl ea1 iquot of the sampl e untl 1a fa i nT prec: pitat0 T"oi-riý, -d, 

the precipitate was then removed by means of a drop or two of gla, --ial 
acetic acid. Potassium iodide (ca. 19) was added and the Iliberated 

iodine titrated with the sodium. thiosulphate to, a starch end pokit. 

The presence of zinc ions in solution does not affect this analytical 

procedure 
(42) 

and it was therefore used to determine copper in admixtur; --, s 

with zinc, 

Organic copper concentrations were found by stripping the solvent 

with concentrated hydrochloric acid containInc approximately 418 g/I MCI 

and determining the copper concentration spec-ýropho-ýometrical! y. 
(4--ýý) 

The recovery of copper was greater than 99%. The absorption specira 

for copper in strong hydrochloric acid is shown in f igure 4.2. The 

optical density measurements were made on solutions in one cent imetre, 

glass cells using a Unicam SP D-00 instrument. Absorption bands at 

385 mp and 950 mp were* observed. Cobalt, nickel, chromium and ir-or, 

are known to form coloured ions In strong chloride media but it has 

been shown that minimum interference occurs from these ions on the coppe, 

spectra if the 950 mp band is chosen for quantitative analysis; zinc in 

the organic phase was found no', to cause any interference. 

The concentration of the hydrochloric acid does affect the absorption. 

A rapid increase in absorbance occur-red when acid was ac-, 'ded up to 300 9/1, 

f igure 4.3. At concentrations ebove this the effect was very much less 

pronounced. At very high acidities (ca. 4118 g/I 11: CH a reduc-11-ion of 
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Figure 4.3 The effect of acid concentration on copper ana! ysis. 
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20 g/l HCi produced error, -, -, in optical density readings oi on! y 0.005. 

1tis known that the str 1 pp i ncj pi-ocess v,, iIII ead to a reduct i on 1n 

ac idin th, ýl aqueous phase so i 1- w-as aI ways necessary -f-O have, suf f (c i ent 

concentrated acid in the strip solution tc avoid reductions in acid 

greater than 20 g/l in 418 9/1 HOI. Therefore a phase ratio of i: l, org: 

aq, was maintained. 

Calibration curves used for the determfnation of copper are presented 

in figures 4.4 and 4.5. 

4.2.2 Zinc 

The following procedure was adopted for the determination o-I zinc 

in aqueous solution. A suitable volume of sample was bUffered to a p[d 

of 10 with ammonla and ammonium chloride solutions and litrated with 

standard othylenediaminetetra-acetiC acid disodiurn sallt soiution (EDTA) to 

an Erlochrome Black T end point. 

rapid and accurate. 
(44) (45) 

This method of analysis is both 

Unfortunately the above determination is not specific for zinc and is 

affected by the presence of many other metals in solution. Thus, when 

zinc, copper MiXtUres are titrated with EDTA both metals are complexed. 

However, th is can be avo 1 ded if the copper 1sfi rst masked by a su i tab Ie 

reagent. 

It has been reported 
(46) that zlnc can be 'I itrated with EDTA in the 

presence of copper when a slight excess Off thiosulphate is added. The 

titration is carried out at a pH above 5 using I-Q-pyridylazo)-2-naphthol 

as the indicator. The copper is masked by the thiosulphate and does not 

form a complex with either EDTA or the indicator. This method was 

attempted but the end point was not sharp leadl ng to poor reproducaLi Ii Fy. 

Since both zinc and copper complex with EDTA the total metal Content 

of any solution can be determined. By Subtracting the copper concentration 
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detu, mined independently by thlf(), ýulphate 1-itration the zinc molority 

car) be obta I ned. 

The analytical procedure for the total metal cortentl was that 

fie to Kiss et al. 
(47) 

and involves a back titration to prevent 

'blocking' of the indicator by copper. Excess EDTA was added to a 

su i tab 1eaIi quot Of the samp I e. Ammonia/ammonium chloride buffer 

(10 mls) and sufficient methanol were then added to make the final 

solution ca 20% v/v in methanol and pH 10. The mixture was then titraled 

with standard magnesium solution to an Eriochrome Black T end point. 

Anal ytica I results for test solutions containing different ratios 

of the two metals, but similar total metal content, are given below. 

Sample No ýCu] 
,M L Z [Z-n*jl M Total metal, M Experimental resul rs, M 

1 0.05313 0.05313 0.05315 

2 0.04427 0.00929 1,356 0.0 0.05372 

3 0.02657 0.02787 0.0541-44 0.05472 

4 0.00885 0.04645 3 0.055-JO 0.0-5-530 

5 - 0.05574 0.05574 0.05564 

Table 4.1 Results of tcýst analyses 

rganic phGse the solvent To obtain the concentration of zinc in -the o, 

was str ip ped w1 th strong hydroch I or ic ac id (ca .4 18 q/ I HC 1)a nd the str 1, p 

solution was then analysed by the EDTA titration last described. 

4.2.3 Sulphuric acid 

Sulphuric acid was analysed by titration with standard sodium 

hydroxide. Because of the presence of copper and zinc ions a potentlometric 

method was used to del-ermine the end point. 
(48) 
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4.2-: I_pH 

The pH of the aqueous phase was measured viltn a Pye 'Dy, -Iacap' 

meter, fi tted w1 th a comb i ned pH - ref orenc- eI ectrode and a thermocoup ie 

for temperature compensation. The meter has scale expansion facilities 

to give an accuracy of ± 0.01 over the range pH 0 to pH 14. 

4.3 Experimental Procedure for Equilibrium Data 

Equilibrium data were obtained from batch shake-out tests. 

The vo I umes of the two phases., requ 1 red to 9i ve the des i red phas. - rat lo, 

were contacted in separating -Funnels at room temperature (25 ±20 C) 

Before. embarki ng on equi 1 ibri um studies it was important to estab 1 ish 

that (i) the reaction kinetics were suff iciently fast so that "short" 

contact times would lead to complete equilibrium and (11) 1-he temperature 

fI uctuat 1 on of the roorr, d1d not 9 reat Iyai ter the equ 111bri urn posli. tI on - 

In a prel im i na ry test, equa 1 vol umes of 20% V/v D2EHPA and aqUeOLIS 

solutions of either zinc or copper wore shaken together for various periods 

of time. No appreciable change in the organic phase concen trat, on was 

found after ten minutes, see tables 4.2 and 4.3. The equM brium, therelore, 

must be established within ten minutes of agitation. Several other 

investigations have shown that the extraction of divalent metals by 

D2EHPA is very rapid 
(14) (49) 

, equilibrium being achieved between ten 

and thirty seconds. Although a -ten minute agitation time was -felt to be. 

(50)(51 
adequate, nevertheless, in order to be consistent with other investigations., 

a contact time of two hours was always allowed. An automatic shaker 

manufactured by Baird and Tatlock Ltd ,,., as used. 

I 
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Table 4.2 Extraction of zinc versus time 

(aqueous zinc feed = 19.09 9/1., phase ratio = 1: 1) 

Contact time (mins) Icui 
org 9/1 

10 1.72 

20 1.72 

30 1.75 

40 1.75 

Table 4.3 Extraction of copper versus time 

(aqueous copper feed = 20.24 g/l, - phase ratio = 1: 1) 
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The effect of temperature on the equilibrium position is shown 

in figure 4.6. In the. range of interest a change from 230C to 27 0C 

would give a variation in the organic loading of 1 . 8%. This was 

considered acceptable for the presen-'I- work. 

After contacting the two phases they were left to separate for 

a period of twelve hours and then centrifuged to remove any remaining 

entrained material. The aqueous phase was then analysed for the 

metals and the difference between this result and the feed concentration 

indicated the amount extracted. In cases where such differences were 

small and for all binary metal equilibrations a check on the mass 

balance was made by analysing the organic phase. 

The pH values of all feeds and equilibrated aqueous phases were noted. 

Measurements Of acid concentrations in a number of trial equilibrations 

showed that the stoichiometric quantity of acid was being produced. 

This is illustrated in figure 4.7 and verifies that for every ion of 

divalent metal extracted two hydrogen ions are re! eased into the 

aqueous phase, a condition necessary for electrical neutrality. The 

equilibrium acid concentrations were calculated, tor both single 

and binary metal extractions. 
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Figure 4.6. The effect of terr,, perature on the equilibrium position. 

(Initial concentration of Zn = 19.87 g/Y,; phase rat. io 

= 0.25 org/aq). 
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Figure 4.7. The relation between mieasured and 

calculated sulphuric acid concentrations. 
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CHf\, '-'3T'LR 5 

EXPIER IM ENTA L RESULTS 

5.1, n le Metral Distribution 
_LL2D 

L_ 

By varying the phase ratio in laboratory shake tests when the feed 

concentrations were fixed., distribution isotherms were obtained. 

Interpolation of these data enab! ed equilibrium values at desired acid 

concentrations to be determined. These were then plotted to realise a 

two-dimensional representation of the equilibrium surface. 

5.1.1 The distribution of zinc 

The distribution of zinc between aqueous SLIlphate solution and 

20% V/v D2EHPA in kerosene was stud i ed in deta iI. Extraction and 

stripping tests were carried out in order to obtain an adequate descripticn 

of the equilibrium surface. The results of the shake tests are giv. )r, 

in figure 5.1 and table IA. 

Inspection of -the equilibrium data emphasise5ý. the need for low 

acid concentrations during extraction. 

The effecl of acid concentration on 'the D-value is shown in figure 5.2 

and illustrates the lowering of the D-value as the --qui! ibrium acid 

concentration increases. 

The distribution of zinc between aqueous sulphate solution and 10% v /V 

D2EHPA in kerosene is illustrated in figure 5.3 and table 2A. Fewer 

experiments were carried out for this system as the need for a full 

description of the equilibrium surface was considered unnecessary. The 

Iv 
equ iIi br i urn data a re I ower tha n that f or the system i nvo Ivi nq 20jo /v D2EHPA, 

as would be expected, since the total available active. extractant was reduced. 

It is of interesi- to note that there is not aI inear relationship betvieen 

the 10 and 20% V/v D2rc--FiPA systems for correspond i ng equ i1i br i um po i rits 
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5.1 .2 The distribution oý copper 

Equi I ibrium, data for the distributicn of copper between aqueous 

sulphate -solution and 20% v/v D2EHPA are given in f igure 5.4. and table 

3A. It is obvious that the distribution is inuch less favourable for copper 

than it is for zinc, under the acid conditions studied. 

5.2 Binary Metal Distributions 

DistribUtion isotherms, for the extraction of zinc and copper from 

aqueous sulphate solution by 20% v/v D2EEHPA in kerosene, were determined 

at two total metal feed concentrations. In separate series of shake 

-tests the total molar metal feed concentration vias kept constant but the 

mole fractions of zin-- and copper in the feed were varied Letween 0.0 

and 1 . 0. The total metal molarities where chosen as 0.16 (ca. 10 9/1) 

and 0.0 (ca. 40 g/1). Fi gure 5.5 i11 ustrates 1-he experimenta I r-eo ion--c::; 

studied. 

The equi I Ilbrium data obtained for the above system are presented 

in figures 5.6 and 5.7 and tables 4A and 5A. Also shown in the figures 

are the extreme conditions, that is when either Ihe copper or the zinc 

is absent. The binary metal equilibrium da-Fa ile between the data 

for these single metal systems. 

Equilibrium diagrams involving lines of constant acid are not 

presented for -the binary metal system as the amount of da-Va obtained 

was insufficient to enable their construction. 

5.3 Experimental Error 

Two approaches are commonly used for determining equilibrium data 

in systems involving the solvent extraction of metals. 

The first is to analyse the aqueous phase only. The meta I concentra-l" on 

in the organic phase is found by difference as follows: 
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moles of metal 
org = moles of Metal in - moles of metal 

aq 

.0- 
The bulk of the single metal data obtained for this work were determined 

by this method. 

The second approach, v., h 1 ch is more sat! sf; -ýctory but enta i! s muc'n work, 

is to analyse both phases. However, the direct analysis ol the organic phase 

is often difficult and normally il is convenient- to strip the organic phase 

and obtain the metal concent, -ation of the strip solution. This method 

was adopted for winning the binary metal data. 

The determ i nat 1 on of equ iIi br i um concentrat i ons uc- i ng the fi rst 

approach is only val id if there is a mdss balance -for the metal ion. Shoi. j Id 

this riot be the case,, the results would be erroneous. It was therefore 

necessary to check the existence of -Mc- mass balam- -e. Since the total 

metal concentration had been measured in bol-h phases for- the binary metal 

system, this provided a large amount of data for the test. 

Table 5.1 presents the experimental ly determined feed concentrations, 

equi 1 ibrium aqueous concentrations and equi I ibrium organic concentrations. 

A calculated feed concentration is also given and represents the 

theoretical value necessary to obtain the equi I ibrium condi Fions found 

by experiment. Deviation of this f igUre from the measured feed concentrat', on 

was used to calculate the percentage error, E, in the mass balance, by the 

equation shown below. 

E= Expýrimental feed concentration - calculated feed coqcentr-ation, X 100 
Experimental feed concentration 

.oo5.2 

The average error, taken as the sum of the modul i of E divided by 

the number of points, was calculated to be 0.8'11o. 
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FEED 
m 

0.1578 

0.1578 

0.1578 

0.1578 

0.1578 

0.1578 

0.1580 

0.1580 

0.1580 

0.1580 

0.1580 

0.1580 

0.1564 

0.1564 

0.1564 

0.1564 

0.1564 

0.1564 

0.5907 

0.5907 

0.5907 

0.5907 

0.5907 

0.5907 

PHASE RATIO 
org/aq 

1: 10 

1 :4 

1 :2 

1: I 

2: 1 

10: 1 

1: 10 

1 :4 

1 :2 

2: 1 

10: 1 

1: 10 

1: 4 

1: 2 

1 :1 

2: 1 

10: 1 

1: 10 

1: 4 

1: 2 

1 

10: 1 

TOTAL METAL, AQ 
m 

0.1374 

0.1 198 

0.1041 

0.0878 

0.07 

0.0432 

0.1394 

0.1239 

0.1 1 18 

0.1040 

0.0938 

0.0715 

0.1413 

0.1324 

0.1285 

0.1226 

0.1 162 

0.0814 

0.5684 

0.5402 

0.5072 

0.4704 

0.4277 

0.3171 

TOTAL IIAIETALORG 
M 

0.1908 

0.1477 

0. i 040 

0.0696 

0.0424 

0.0122 

0.1780 

0.1285 

0.0858 

0.0541 

0.0308 

0.0075 

0.1535 

0.0922 

0.0560 

0.0339 

0.0202 

0.0075 

0.2168 

0.1867 

0.1556 

0.1 139 

0.0780 

0.0266 

A Ull C 'ULATED 
FEED M 

0.15165 

0.1567 

0.1561 

0.1574 

0.1569 

0.1652 

0.1572 

0.1560 

0.1547 

0. ! 581 

0.1554 

0.1465 

0.1567 

0.1555 

0.1565 

0.1565 

0.1566 

0.1564 

0.5901 

0.5869 

0. -5850 

0.5843 

0.5837 

0.5835 

/' 

F 

* 0.82 

* 0.1/0 

*I. Oto 

* C). 1-5 2 

* 0.57 

4.69 

0.51 

1 . 26 

. 1.09 

0.06 

1 . 65 

7.28 

0.19 

0.53 

0,06 

0.06 

0.13 

* 0.00 

* 0.10 

* 0.64 

* 0.96 

.! - 1 . 08 

+ 1.18 

+1 . 22 

Note - ca I cu I ated f eed concentrat i on necessa ry to obta in the equ 11 i1 br i Uri, 

conditions found by experiment. 

Table 5.1 A comparison of experimental and --alCUlated feed concentrations. 

r 
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FEED 
m 

PHASE RATIO 
org/aq 

-TAI- TOTA L ME 
lQAQ m 

TOTAL. METAL.,, ORG CALCULATED 
FEFD 1`41 

% ERROR 
E 

0.5992 1: 10 0.5- , '74 0.2157 0.5990 + 0.03 

0.5992 1: 4 0.5536 0.1800 0.5989 O. io 

0.5992 1: 2 0.5308 0.1430 0.6023 O-5Z-l 

0.5992 1: 1 0.4931 0.1060 0.5991 + 0.02 

0.5992 2: 1 0.4623 0.0680 0.6003 0.111) 

0.5992 10-1 0.3889 0.0220 0.6089 

0.6004 1: 10 0.5771 0.1993 0.5970 + 0.57 

0.6004 1: 4 1.5606 0.16117) 0.6010 0.10 

0.6004 1: 2 0.5402 M207 0.6006 0.03 

0.6004 1: 1 0,5189 0.0810 0.5999 1 + 0.08 

0.6004 2: 1 0.4975 0.0511 0.5997 + 0.12 

0.6004 10: 1 0.4509 0.0148 0.5989 + 0.25 

0.6093 1: 10 0.5957 0.1470 0.6104 O. M 

0.6093 1: 4 0.5853 0.00/19 0.6083 0.16 

0.6093 1: 2 0.5795 0.0510 0.6080 + 0.21 

0.6093 0.5703 0.0345 0.6048 + 0.74 

0.6093 2: 1 0.5583 0.0262 0.6107 -- 0.23 

0.6093 10: 1 0.4879 0.0114 0.6019 + 1.21 

Table 5.1 continued. 
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Unfortunately -the average error, as described above does not provide 

the error in the organic phase concentration when this has been 
-Cound 

by difference. Table 5.2 provides a comparison between the experimental 

organic phase metal concentrations and calculated values. The percentage 

errors, E; defined as 

x 100 

E Experimental orqanic concentration - calculated organic concentraticn 
experimental organic concentration 

.009; ,3 
are also presented. The average error for this case was calculated to 

be 3.93%. 

Equilibrium data obtained for single metal distributions, in which the 

organic phase was also analysed, produced simi lar errors for mass balance 

results (2.09 % for Zn and 3.6% for Cu). 

a 
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FEED PHASE RATIO TOTAL METALAQ TOTAL ý'All! ETAL , ORG CALCULATED %ERP 0- . R 
IOTAL ME-7TAL 

m org/aq m m ORG Nj E 

0.1578 1: 10 0.1374 0.1 9rr--)8 0.2000 

0.1578 1: 4 0.1198 0.1477 0.1520 2. 

0.1578 1: 2 0.1041 0.1040 0.1074 -, 5 27 . 
0.1578 1: 1 0.0878 0.0696 0.0700 0.57 

0.1578 2: 1 0.0721 0.0424 0.0,128 1-0,94 

0.1578 10: 1 0.04-32 -1 0.0 1212 0.0115 + 5.74 

0.1580 1 : 10 0.1394 0.1780 0.1860 - 4.49- 

0.1580 1: 4 0.1239 0.1285 0,1364 - 6.15 

0.1580 1: 2 0.11 18 0.0858 0.0924 -- 7.69 

0.1580 1: 1 0.1040 0.0541 0.0540 + 0.18 

0.1580 2: 1 0.0938 0,0308 0.0321 - 4.42 2 

0.1580 10: 1 0.0715 0.0075 0.0086 - 14.67 

0.1564 1: 10 0.1413 0.1535 0.1510 + 1.63 

0.1564 1: 4 0.1324 0.0922 0.0960 4.12 

0.1564 1: 2 0.1285 0.0560 0.0558 + 0.36 

0.1564 1: 1 0.1226 0.0339 0.0338 + 0.29 

0.1564 2: 1 0.1162 0.0202 0.0201 0.50 

0.1564 10: 1 0.0814 0.0075 0.0075 0.00 

0.5907 1: 10 0.5684 0.2168 0.22130 2.86 

0.5907 1-: 
14 

0.5402 0.1867 0.2020 8.19 

0.5907 1: 2 0.5072 0.1556 0.1670 7.33 

0.5907 1: 1 0.4704 0.1139 0.1203 5.62 

0.5907 2: 1 0.4277 0.0780 0.0815 4.49 

0.5907 10: 1 0.3171 0.0266 0.0274 3.01 

Table 5.2 A comparison of experimental and calculated organic concentrations. 
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FEED 

m 

PHASE RATIO 

org/aq 

TOTAL METALvAQ 

m 

I -OTAL t, "IET, ýL. ORG 

m 

CALCULATED 
TOTAL METAL 
ORG ý'. l 

ER 

0.5992 1: 10 0.5774 0.2157 0.2180 iý07 

0.5992 '1: 4 0.5536 0.1800 0.1824 1 . 33 

0.5992 1 :2 0.5308 0.11430 0.1 508 + 4.3 4 

0.5992 1: 1 0.4931 O. iO60 0.1061 - 0.09 

0.5992 2: 1 0.4623 0.0690 0.0685 + 0.712 

0.5992 10.1 0.3889 0.0220 0.0210 + '4.54 

0.6004 1: 10 
- ' 

0.5771 0.1993 0.2330 - 16.91 

0.6004 1 : 4 0.5606 0.1615 0.1592 + 1.42 

0.6004 1: 2 0; 5402 0.1207 0.1204 + 0.251 

0.6004 1: 1 0.5189 0.0810 0.0815 0.62 

0.6004 2: 1 0.4975 0,051i 0.0514 0.59 

0.6004 10: 1 0.4509 0.0148 0.0149 1 - 0.658 1 

0.6093 1 : 10 0.5957 0.1470 0.1360 1 + 

0.6093 1: 4 0.5853 0.0919 0.00,60 - 4.4or 

0.6093 1: 2 1 - 0.5791-1 0.0570 0.0596 - 4.56 

0.6093 1: 1 0.5703 0.0345 0.0390 - 13.04 

0.6093 2: 1 0.5583 0.0262 0.0255 + 2.67 

0.6093 10: 1 0.4879 0.0114 0.0121 6.14 

Table 5.2 continued. 
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CHAPTER 6 

SINGLE IVIETAL SYSTEMS - MODELLING_OF EQUILIBRIA 

6.1 Chemical Models for Zinc and Copper Extraction by 20'/, ) D2EHPA 

6.1.1 The ChemlStry of the System 

The Organic Phase 

The ex1ractant D2EHOA, (C8Hl70)2PO2H, exists as a dimer in non-polar 

diI uents . 
(53)(-'-)4)(55), 

The association is due to intlerm, olecular hydrogen 

bonding and the structure of the dimer is 

"f 
0 HO 

(C8H170)2 P Z, P (OH17C8)2 
\ 

OH ... 0/ 

At conditions of low organic phase loading the mono-ionized acidic 

dimer neutralizes the charge on the divallenl cation 
(56) ihus 

M2 ++ 2(RH)2 - M(R2H)2 + 2H+ a*s6.1 

The organic phase complex involving the metal ion and two single-ionized 

RH dimers has been postulated to have"the following structure 
(54) 

(OH1 7C8) 2 

M2+. 

t 

0 // 
p0 

H 

0\p0 

1 
(OH17C8)2 2 

The formation of the above complex occurs mainly when the concentration 

I 

of the metal ! on is very low, the metal is extracted from aqueous phases 
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of low ionic strength and the extractant is d imeric in the di I uent. V! hen 

the ratio M (R (PRH / is greater than about 10- 3 
or the composition 2H)2 / '2 

of the organic di luent is such as to effect the concentration of ('-ýH)2 

(e. g. the inclusion of hydrogen bonding di luents), other organic species 

tend to be formed. (56) 
Also, it should be noted that complexes olic the 

type IAR2HR have been proposed for the extraction of tracer amounts 

of zinc. 
(57) 

Equation 6.1 suggests a combining ratio of organic acid (Rid) to metal 

of 4: 1. For extraction systems involving divalent cations, D2EHPA solutions 

can load to a ratio of 2: 1. This has been reported for cations as different 

as U02+ (581,2+ (59) 2+ (60) 2+(60) & r1i2+(59). 2p Co , Cu s Zn -The, D2EHPA solutions 

of copper and zinc at saturation have been found to have square-planar 

and tetrahedral structures with compositions CuR2 
(59)(60) 

and ZnR2 
(60) 

p 

respectively. However as the organic phase Epproaches metal satUi-dtion . 

viscosity increases occur, indicating the complexes ate polymeric 

i. e. (CuR2)r-* (ZnR2)r* The plot given in figure 6.1 shows the measured 

Iv viscosity of a zinc loaded solution of 20% /v D2EHPA in kerosene relat ive 

to the unloaded solvent versus the zinc concentration in the organic phase. 

Similar observations have been made for a variety of metals. For 

example in the extraction of UO 2+ by D2EHPA a point is reached at which 2 
(61) 

the solution becomes quite viscous and finally a gel-like solid is lormed, 

This solid has the empirical composition U02R2. Also the lanthanides (111', 

and FeOll), at saturation in D2EHPA, forma gel-like solid of empirical 

composition MR3 and which is assumed to be formed through three dimensicnal 

polymerisation. 

Thus in the region far below saturation, the M n+ cation is complexed 

2H) n` 2H being capable of I by the mono-ionized dimer forming M(R the R che I a--- c- 

to form an eight-membered ring incorporating the metal. As saturation 

is approached, however, proton replacement in the single ionized dimers 

occurs. Ultimately replacement results in the formation of a three 
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Figure 6.1 The relative visqosity of a zirc ! oaded SOILItion 
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dimensional polymer- of empirical formula, MPn - 

Accepting that polymers are formed then a variety of extraction 

reaction equations can be developed. Sato (59) 
and Brisk and V-cilla, namey 

(50) 

suggest the following 

M2+ + 2(RHI)2 -ýI. M(R2H)2 + 2H+ &9ý6.2 «z- 

mM (R2H) 2+ (RH) 2 M12R6H2 + 2H 6.3 

to give an overall reaction 

2M2+ +3 (P. H) 2 M2R6H2 + 2H+ 6.4 

and hence the forriiation of polymeric species may be written as 

tM2+ + (t+ I) (PPI) 2Mt R2 (-f+ I) H2 + 21-H+ 0.5 

This process leads. to a limiting composition of MP'2- 

Alternatively Harada et al . 
(62) investigating the i0rmatlcýr of 

D2EHPA polymers of iron and rare earths, found that for initial D2EHPA 

concentrations 1.11ss than 1.5M, the formation of a polymeric precipitate 

occurred at a ratio of D2EHPA to metal concentration of less than 6.5. 

The extraction equations which were proposed are 

M3+ +3 (RH) 2 Mk'R2H)3 + 3H+ a9e6.6 

tM3+ + tM(R2H)3 -* (MP3)t + 3tH+ #9.6.7 

It was found that polymeric precipitates occurred after 93% of the 

extraction due to reaction 6.6. 

Kertes 
(63) 

suggests that under experimental conditions where the 

ratio M(R2H)2 I (RH)2 is greater than about 10- 3 (or employing 

a polar diluent where the monomer --:: - di mer equ 11i br i urn of the D2EHPA 
CC- 

is shifted to the left) the metal extraction preferent*! ally follows the 
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reaction. 

m n+ + nRH MR nH 6.8 

As the organic phase becomes increasingly loaded with metal, then 

rMR (MR ) 
nr *.. 6.9 

It is Clear from the preceding discussion that a varloty of 

organic phase metal-bearing species are possible. The exact description 

of the extraction process is not known except that polymeric species 

must be formed with organic loadings of zinc and copper near saturation. 

In the present work the simplest reaction equation, i. e. equal-ion 6.8, 

is adopted for further niodelling. 

The aqueous phase 

A variety of metal containing species can exist in the aqueous 

phase. For simplicity, water of hydration is not considered further. 

The concentration Of the free metal cation, M 2+ 
, will not be 

equal to the total analytical metal concentration in the aqueous phase, 

except perhaps at tracer levels, but will be less owing to complex 

formation. 

Ion association between metal and sulphate ions will occur, 

M2+ + kso 2- 
D. 

(2-2k)+ 
4 

"-V- 
M(S04)k 60*6.10 

Flett 
(64) 

has shown that zinc sulphate solutions, at high sulphate 

N2- molarity (greater than 0.3M), exhibit only one species Zn(,: ) j2. The '04 

zinc concentration in the aqueous phase was approximateiy 0.005M: 

Thus the limiting value of k in equation 6.10 is expected to be 2. 
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Evidence (65) 
also exists for the. formation of sulphato complexes 

2- 
of copper UP -ýO CU(S04)2 

Hydrolysis of divalent metal ions may be expected. 

M2+ _: i H20 M (OH) (2-j )++j 
H+ a.. 6.11 i 

However, hydrolysis will decrease as the pH value of the solution is 

lowered. Quantitative evidence for the absence of hydrolysed complexes 
(66) (67) of zinc and copper has been published by Sekine, ' Biedermann 

and Kertes (56). 
The results, which are for tracer amounts of metal, 

are summarized in figure 6.2. Since the equilibrium pH values for the 

data measured in this work are below 2.5 it is considered unlikely that 

appreciable hydrolysis will occur. 

Complexing of the metal in the aqueous phase by D2EHPA might 

also occur. The information available on the solubility of metal-D2EIdPA 

complexes in water and aque-ous electrolyte solutions suggests a 

solubility of about 10- 4M 
or lower. 

(56) 
Thus this interaction will 

have little effect on the free aqueous metal ion concentration when 

dealing with macro amounts of material. 

Bisulphate formation is likely and further association to form 
(68) 2- sulphuric acid is possible The percentages of H2SO4, HS04 and S04 

for a solution of sulphuric acid in water are presented in figure 6.3. 

The addition of a metal sulphate, however, will affect this equilibrium 

and the pH value of the solution will be dependent on the concentration 

of both solutes. 
(69) 

6.1.2 Activit coefficients 
I 

Organic phase activity coefficients 

A number of theories have been proposed to explain deviations from 

ideal behaviour in non-electrolyte media. The regular-solution model, 

the lattice theory)and those theories based on the theorem of corresponding 

states relate the activity coefficients to measured physical quantities 
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Figure 6.3 The fractions of sulphuric acid present as 

undissociated acid, as bisulphate ! on and as 

sulphate ! on (Data from reference 68) 
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wh i ch, rof I ect the si ze of mo I ecu I es a nd the phys i ca I -, 'orces operat i ng betweer, 

them. (70) 

The above models are only applicable when dipole-dipole interactions, 

hydrogen bonding and chemical complexing are minimal, 
(71) 

as in physical 

extraction of organic solutes. In the extraclion of metals specific 

interactions do occur in the organic phase and the theories do not strictly 

apply. 

The absence of a suitable predictive theory for the organic phase 

activities has led many authors to make the assumption that the organic 

metal activity coefficient and the activity coefficient of the free 

acidic extractant are related and tend to cancel each other. 
(50)(72)(73)) 

The assumption will be adopted in the present study. 

Aqueous-phase activi_ty coefficients 

The application of the reaction eqUation requires information on the 

single ionic species M2 + and H+'. The activity ot a single ionic species 

is not a thermodynam ical ly measurable quantity and therefore the mean ionic 

activity is used. The mean ionic activities for systems involving a divalent 

metal sulphate, sulphuric acid and water are 

1 MS04 1+ ({ M2+ 1 2-ý ), 
1 

'04 
o. 96.12 

f H2W 

Rearranging gives 

f M2+ I 

1/3 
+}2f S02- H4 

2 
MS04 

S02- 4 

*o*6.13 

0. e6.14 
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H {H2SO4 

SC)2-) 4 

and dividing the above expressions 

H+) 2 

V12+1 

H2 Soý 3 

{MS04 }2 

.*. 6.15 

*. 46.16 

Equation 6.16 is often expressed in terms of the mean ionic activity 

coefficients, Y 
-I- 

[H y H+ 
)2 

[M2. 
m 2+ 

+H2SO4 y +ý12SO4 

+m S04 Y+MS04 

The mean ionic molalities (m. 
+ are given by 

I [M2+] [S02-1 
+MS04 4 

1/3 
[H+j 2 [S02 

H2SO4 4 

and by'substitution and rearrangement one obtains 

y2+y3 
H± H2SO4 

YM2 4- 
y2 

+ 
MS04 

6.17 

e*. 6.18 

**%6.19 

**o6.20 
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According to Guggenheim, 
(74) 

the right-hand side of equation 6.20 

can be predicted and Bauer 
(75) 

used this approach in a study of the 

extraction of copper by Kelex 100. The pa, -ameters of the Guggenheim 

equation were determined -from the extraction data but the accuracy 

of the approach seems poor. Also the method of predicting activity 

coefficient ratios is unnecessary when activities have been determined 

experimentally. 

Tartar et al. 
(76) 

have made a thermodynamic study of the system 

zinc sulphate, sulphuric acid and water at 25 0C for concentrations of 

acid and zinc sulphýte in the range 0.1 to 4.0 molal and 0.51 to 2.0 molal, 

respectively. Their results are shown in figures 6.4 and 6.5. 

For zinc extraction data measured in this study, the maximum rnolal il-les 

for sul phuric acid and zinc sullphate are 0.34 and 0.54, respectively. 

Selected activity data showing this region of interest, together with 

additional 'pure' solution activities, 
(68) 

are given in figures 6.6 and 

6.7. Table 6.1 illustrates the effect of the solute concentrations on 

activities in the high regions of sulphuric acid and zinc sulphate molality, 

where deviations between the 'pure' solute activities and the activities 

when the additional solute is present are at a maximum. 

ZnS04 

molality 

H2SO4 

molality 
Mean ionic activity 

0.5 0 -0.317 

0.5 0.1 ZnS04 0.319 

0.5 0.5 ý0.323 

0 0.5 -0.122 

0.5 0.5 H2SO4 0.123 

1.0 0.5 0.129 

Table 6.1 The effect of sulphuric acid on zinc sulphate activities 

--,,: ýe versa. 
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1H2SO4J 

4.0 Mlo IaI 

0.3 

3.0 

Act ivI ty 

Zn S04 

0.2 

2.0 

I. 

1.0 

0.1 
0.5 

0.1 
0.0 

[ZnSO41 Molal 

T Figure 6.4 The activity of zinc sulphate in aqueous solutiOns Of 

sulphuric acid Wata from reference 76). 
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Act i vi ty 

H2SO4 

1.0 

0.5 

CH 
-i 2SO41 M01 aI 

CZnS041 

Mo Ia1 
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Figure 6.5 The activity of sulphuric acid in aqueous solutions of 

zinc sulphate (Data from reference 76). 
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Activity 
ZnS04 

0.1 

0.08 

0.06 

0.04 

0.02 

Figure 6.6 The activity of zIIInc sulphate in aqueous solutions 

of sulphuric acid. 
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Act! vI ty 

H2 S04 

0.5 

0.25 

CH2"ý043 Molal 
Figure 6.7 The activity of sulphuric acid in aqueous solutions 
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of zinc sulphate. 
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It is observed from the above table that the activity of the 

single solute is only slightly affected (ca. 5%) by the addition ' 

of the second component. Consequently single component data are 

used in -the calculation of the ratio { H2SO4 } 3+ ZnSO. ) 2 

There are no activity data for copper sulphate in sulphuric acid 

systems. Howover, since the first stability constants for copper 
(56) 

and zinc 
(56) 

with S04 2- are similar (log Ki, 
, Zn 2.31, log K, 

P Cu = 421.36) 

then it is assumed that single component copper sulphate and sulphuric 

acid activities may also be used. 

6.1.3 A2 lication of the mass action equation 

it is assumed that Kertes 
(63) 

mechanism applies to the macro 

concentrations of metal used in this work so that 

M2 ++ 2RH MR2 +2H 
aq org org aq .*. 6.21 

The equilibrium constant is 

IAR9) 
org 

{ H+)2 
aq 

M2+ If RHI 2 
aq org 

Rewriting in terms of mean ionic activities gives 

K MR21 
org 

{H2SO41 3 

RH} 2 
org 

{ MS04 12 

6.22 

a. *6.23 

The substitution of activity data for the ratio {H2 SOLý 3 /T MS04 }2 

and equating organic phase activities to concentrations in molal itles, 

enabled average K values to be determined f(--jr both zinc and copper. 

The value of K was found to be 0.12 and that of KCu as 8x 10- 
Zn 
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The conversion from mo! aritles to molal ities was carried out by 

i nterpo I at i ng between exper i menta IIy measu red d, ---ns i ty va I ues. I 

The amount of variation of the K value over the whole of the data 

can be used to measure the success of the approach. 
(77) 

However, si nce 

the equations are required to predict equilibrium conc-entrat ions for 

design purposes, it was considered more sultable to measure the errors 

in the calculated organic metal values. The error is defined as the 

modulus of the di I ference between the experimental and predicted organic 

me-Cal concentration divided by the experimental value. 

A comparison between the experimental and calculated organic zinc 

concentrations is given in figure 6.8. The mass action equation correlated 

the data for feeds between 10 and 40 9/1 zinc and 0 and 10 9/1 sulphuric 

acid with an average error Of 7.8%. For feeds below '10 9/1 the equation 

predicted low metal concentrat ions and an average error of 15.7% was obtained. 

Unfortunately the same approach applied to the copper equilibrium data 

failed to describe -the results. The comparison between the organic copper 

concentrations obtained by experiment and those calculated from the mass 

action equation is given in figure 6.9. The average error was caiculated as 

30.5%. Th is poor resu! t probab Iy ref I ects the i nadequacy of equation 6.21 ý 

to describe the reaction mechanism for copper. 

6.2 The Empirical Mod*elling of Equilibrium Data 

6.2.1 Modelling proc dure 

A general ised polynomial equation may be used to describe equilibrium 

data, thus 

Yrtxi Hi EEA. 6.24 
i=o j=o j 

The m1ni mum number of d'al-a po i nts needed to fitagi ven express 1 on is equa I 

to the number of constants in the equation. 
(78) 
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Figure 6.8 A comparison of experimental and calculated organic zinc 

concentrations 
(Solvent: 20% D2EHPA in kerosene) 
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Figure 6.9 A comparison of experimental and calculated 

organic copper concentrations 
(Solvent: 20% D2EHPA in kerosene) 
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A surface fitting program called is available in the 

University of Bradford's computing library. The program fits an I 

equation to a series of experimental data values by varying the parameters 

of the equat i on u nt iI the s um of squa res o-I the diff erences between the 

experimental and calculated values is a r-dnimum. The program uses an 

iterative procedure to decrease the sum of squares, starting from an initial 

estimate of the parameters prov;, ded by the user. The iterations are 

terminated when only a small change in parameter values occurs, or 

the number of iterations reaches some upper I imit specif ied by the user. 

The user must aI so supp Iy the fi rst a nd second der i vat i ves of the equat i on 

with respect to each parameter. The maximum number of parameters is 

twenty. The output includes aI isting of all -11-he input data, the 'best-fitl 

parameters, the ca I CLI I ated va I ues of the equation w 1,1, h the I best-f 1 tl parameters 

and the percentage error for each point. A typical print-out is given in 

Appendix 

The simplicity of the modelling procedure enabled several systems 

to be investigated; these are shown in I-able 6.2 and discussed below. 

6.2.2 Copper extraction by 10% LIX 64N 

Equilibrium data for copper distribution involving 10% V/v UX 64N 

have been reported by Robinson (31) for the surface ranging Irom 0 to 39/1 

metal in the aqueous and organic phases and 2 to 7 9/1 aqueous sulphuric 

acid. It is of interest to note that a dip occurs in the 2 g/I acid 

curve at high aqueous copper concentrations, see figure 2.4. It is 

possible that the data in this region were obtained under non-equilibrium 

conditions. 

Forms of equations to represent the equilibrium surface have been 

(31) 
suggested by Robinson and are 
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(i) for high copper concentrations 

ECU] bo + b, [Cu] b2loq(100 fCu] + b3EIIISOJ,, Org aq 

b4 [CU] 2+ b5 log (100 Ecul )) 2- + b6EH2SO41 2 
aq aq aq 

+ b7 E'L-'] 
aq (109000 [Cu] 

aq + b8 LCuj 
aq 

[H2SO41 
aq 

+ bg EH2SO41 ( 109 ( 100 ECU] 
6.25 

aq aq 

0i) for low copper concentrations 

[cu I 
org 

bI rH2SO41 2 4L aq 

[Cul b1+bI L(ý- 
aq 2 

[H2"04] 
aq Uj2 

aq 

+ b5 [(, u3 
aq 

[H2SO4'laq 
... 6.26 

The parameters of these equations are givcn in Appendix 2. It was found 

the equation 6.25 was satisfactory for [Cuj 
org >0.4-, 9/1 and equation 

6.26 for CCU] 
org 

0.45 9/1. The average error of the computer fit 

over both regions is 4%. 

A computer display of the equilibrium surface is given in figure 6.10. 

The plus points are the experimental data and the I ines represent the above 

equations. The discontinuity observed at high aqueous sulphuric acid and 

low aqueous copper concentrations occurs where the two equations overlap. 

The computer program for drawing the surface is divided Into two 

pa rts. The'Driverlroutine gives basic information about the surface 

and the subroutine., 'Hidelplots the surface. A listing of the'Driver' 

routine is given in Appendix 3. 

'Hide'has been used before 
(79) 

to produce two dimensional 

representatIons Of T' Igures by plotting a succession of curves. Each 
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curve is plotted in only those parts where it is not hidden by any of 
the CUrves previously plotted. Use of Hide allows a ready inspection 

of the degree of fit of a given equation to the data points. AI so., 

where more than one equation is used to cover the equilibrium surface, 

the discontinuity at the change over point is highlighted. The point 

of changeover of the two equations may cause difficulties I 
in procedures 

for the calcula-i-ion of equi librium points when such points lie near to 

or on the discontinUlty. 

6.2.3 Copper extractl2n by L- 17 

Equilibrium data were supplied by Acorga Ltd. (80) 
for one loading of 

active extractant (175 9/1 ) and copper and acid feeds of 9 to 25 g/l and 3 to 

7 9/1, respectively. A genera I po I ynomi aI us i ng -the fuII capacity of the 

computer program was used to qorrelate the data. Equation 6.24 was used 

with r= 3 and t = 4. The values of the parameters are o . 
iven In Appendix 2. 

A comparison between the experimental organic metal concentrations 

and the calculated values is given in figure 6.11. The average error 1s 2% 

The distribution isotherms for the supplied feed conditions have also been 

drawn and are shown in figures 6.12 to 6.16. The continuous lines 

represent the mathematical correlation and the plus points the experimiental 

data. 

6.2.4 Zinc extraction_ýy 20% D2EHPA 

The extraction of metals by D2EHPA has already been disCussed. The 

basic polynomial eqUation used to correlate the data was identical to 

that used for P- 17. The 'least-squares fit parameterst are given in 

Appendix 2. Unfortunately it was not, possible to incorporate al I the. data 

into one model as the shape of the equilibrium lines changes for feeds 

below about 10 9/1 zinc, where metal extraction becomes extremely favourable 

owing to smaller quantities of acid being released into the aqueous phase. 

The range of data covered are for zinc feed concentrations varying from 
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Figure 6.12 Computer plot of the equi I ibrium curve for Ihe feed 
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10 - 40 g/l and sulphuric acid feeds between 0 and 10 g/j. The average 

error of the model is 4.1% and a visual comparison is given in figure 6.17. 

Interpolated constant acid isotherms obtained from the mathematical 

correl ation have aI so been drawn and these are presented infi gure 6.18. 

6.2.5 Cop2er extraction by 20% D2EHPA 

The equ iIi bri um surf ace coveri ng 0 to 40 9/1 aqueous copper, 

0 to 10 g/l organic copper and I to 9 9/1 aqueous sulphuric acid wass 

modelled by the same basic polynomial as used previously. The parameters 

are given in Appendix 2 and the percentage error was found to be 9.5%. 

The compa ri son between exper 1 menta IIy obta i ned data a nd that ca I cu I ated 

is given in figure 6.19. Constant acid lines predicted by the correlation 

are shown in figure 6.20. 
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Figure 6.17 A comparison of experimental and calculated organic 

zinc concentrations (Solvent: /0',., D2EHPA in 'kerosene) 
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CHAPTER 7 

. 
BINARY ý-IETAL SYSTEM - MODELLING OF LQUILIU ý: IA AND THE SEPARATION OF 

ZINC FROM COPPER IN AQUEOUS SULPHATIE 
_ 

SOLUTION USING 20'jl) v /v D2EHPA 

1 Mod, ell ing 1-he Data 

According to the binary metal equi I ibria presented in Chapter 5' it 

is possible to separate zinc from copper in aquecus sulphate SOlUtions 

using 20% V/v D2EHPA. The very low copper pickup by the organic phase 

is caused by the unfavourable pH of the aqueous phase. The poor extraction 

of copper means that the produc-l-Ilon of aqueous acid from this source is 

largely negligible in comparison with that produced by zinc extraction. 

This suggests that the zinc equilibria are unaffected by the presence of, 

copper providing the additional sulphate, original ly associated wi-11-h the 

copper, does not affect the -free zinc ion concentration. This las-', - 

assumption was made and the organic zinc values were graphically interpolated 

from the single metal data. The results of this approach are compared 

with Ihe experimental values in figure 7.1 and an average error of 6.3% 

was calculated. 

The amount of copper contamination in the organic phas6 was found to 

be I al ge Iyi ndependent of the ac idi ty of the aqueous phase; th isisiII ustrated 

in figure 7.2 where the p. p. m. values of organic copper are plotted against 

the equilibrium mole fractions of the metal in the aqueous solution. However 

for feed concentrations where there is a large excess of copper the distribution 

becomes dependent on the other solutes present. This is shown in figure 7.3. 

The inversion of the data is caused by the "crowding out" of copper by the 

preferential extraction of zzinc, where the zinc concentration is high. 

"Crowding" is a common phenomenon in multicomponent extraction systems. 
(32) (52) 

The zinc equilibria in the binary system can be successfully predicted 

from the single metal zinc equilibria and the model ling approaches discussed 
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in chap-ter 6 are opp 1 ! cab I e. The mole o-j- aqueous coEpeer- ur, 

to values of app. -oximately 0.9 enables the copper corin. arflnation --, T II F -' , 

orgs, - c phase to be obta 1 ned f rorn the si ncj Ie curve, In', i gure 7.2. 
11 

At copper mole fir-actions greater than 0.9,1nSUTFf iCienl' data were 

measured to be able to describe the 'interacticn effocts befivieen the 

various solutes. 

7.2. Bench Scale Continuous Extraction SLudy 

To ensure the equl Ii bri un) data obtailf ned f rom shake tests were. 

app 11 cab Ie to fI ow systems a bench sca Ie cont i nuous extract i on s-', -udy 

was carried out. The extraction apparatus was that ., -s--d by L. Caver. 
(6) 

The mixer-settler equipment comprised f ive stages and was designed 

to accommodate -a throughput of up to 8 ! /hr. oil rn. i xed pha-se del ivered l-)y 

metering pumps. The mixer and the se'll'-ler vesse-is were constructed in 

glass and had capacities of 100 mis and 850 mls, respectively. The 

i mpe II ers were of the s, ixbI aded tu rb 1 ne type, dr1 ven by D. C, mota rs 

at as peed of 1180 r. p. m. Each staQe was linked to its neig hbours '.., y 

P. V. C. tubing; this tubing having been previously conditioned by prolot! gnýd- 

immersion in the reagents. 

During operation the equipment was used in the coniflnuous COUnterCUrrent 

extraction mode, with the aqueous phase dispersed. The feed solution chosen 

was a na Il ysed as contain! ng 4.0-. 7 9/Z zinc and - 
5.11 g/k cop per. The 

-flow ra-11-1o organic: aqueous was 0.8 and the aqueous flow ra-l-e was 1.5-, -., Uhir. 

-L The ex-fraction bank was operaled for five hours to allow steady state 

condiflons to be reached before sampling of t1he phases 11-ook plac(ý. The 

resuits of the run are given in table 7.1. Organic i, -: etal concentraflons 

!.,,,, ter-pc i al-e-, "Ji f rom data obta 1 ned in the shake 5 are aI so preserted in 

-ý- h r c, d. ic -11- edvaIuesan this table and good agreement between these - 

observed results is noted. 
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Y5 Y4 Y3 

5 

xF X5 X4 

HF H5 H4 

Feed conditions 

x 
-4 

113 

x 5.15 g/£ F, Cu 

x 4.97 F, Zn 

HF0 

>ý 2 

H2 

y 

f- 

X1 

H, 

Stage Observed aqueous phase g/k Observed organic pýiase 91P. Predicted organic phase Q/ý. ] 

C;, j No Zn CU Zn Z11 C 

1 0.30' 5.10 0.29 0.048 0.30 Outs 1 de 
ra nge. 

2 0.58 5.0.79 0.060 0.70 0.092 

3 0.83 1 5.15 1.42 C; . 045 3 11.40 0.1081 1 

4 1.30 5.15 2.5 35 0.063 2.9 5 0.062 

5 2.20 5,15 0.056 6.00 0.040 6.03 

1 

Table 7.1 Results of bench scale contiruous extraction study. 

Y2 Yl 
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The five stago unit achieved an overal 1 92.7% removal' of zzinc 
from the aqueous feed and a purity in the loaded organic product of 

99.1%. 

7.3 The Se aration of Zinc from C2. p2er 

The equ iIi br i um data measured at tota i meta I concentrations of 

approximate; y 10 g1k and 40 9/k were used to determine the separation 

of zinc from copper in a number of countercurrent extractions. The 

zinc recoveries and purities for these feed conditions are given in 

table 7.2. The stagewise calculations were made according to the 

procedures laid down in Chapter 8 and show that the higher the ratio 

of zinc to copper in the feed the greater the zinc purity in the loaded 

organic phase. It is of interest to note that when this ratio reaches 

approximately 1 : 18 the per-cent purity of Zinc drops to 86.8 for a two 

stage extraction. If other stages are added to this t1hen very little 

improvement is made, e. g. an additional three stages w! 11 improve the 

purity by only 3.2%. 

Only one organic phase concentration of D2EHPA has been investloatec. 

It is apparent that for zinc recoveries to exceed 80% for feeds containing 

above 10 gh of zinc then concentrations Of D2EHPA greater than 20% v/v 

are desirable. 

Since the zinc equi I lbria are largely unaffected by the presence of 

copper it is possible to make predictions concerning feeds which I ; le 

between the two total metal concentrations mentioned above. Also, the 

effect of sulphuric acid in the feed can be considered although this 

was not studied experimentally. For instance it it were required to 
a W% 

study a feed ccntaining 5 91k zinc and 7.5 g/k sulphuric acid, then 

the equi I ibrium, isotherm" for the 10 91P. zinc feed would be employed, sirce 

the 7/ .5 g/k SUlphuric acid is equivalent to an acid release by 5 9/9. zinc. 

However the isotherm would be useful over a redluced range only. 



Feed g/Y, 

Zn Cu 

27.76 

27.76 

27.76 

18.45 

10.00 

7.98 

5.07 

5.07 

1.98 

1, ý 98 

1 . 98 

10.55 

10ý55 

10.55 

20.14 

28.42 

2.27 

5.1 1 

5.1 1 

8.02 

-416.79 

36.79 

No of rhase Ratio 

S' ta 9es r. )rg/aq 

1.0 

4 1.0 

3 1.0 

5 1.0 

1.0 

5 

5 110 

2 1. C, i 

2 0.25 

2 06 25 

5 0.25 

recovery of % Purlty of 

Zn Product Zn 

47,0 99.9 

44.5 99.9 

41.6 99.9 

61 8 99.8 

82.5 96.8 

91.8 99.9 

94.1 1 9-C, 0.1 

8 5) 
. (1 90.8 

90.9 96.6 

76.8 86.8 

89 go. C, 

Table 7.2 Typical recoveries and purities for -various feed conditions. 



L 
The pclynomial equation desci-Ibing I-he zinc equi I ibria given 

in Chapter 6 is now used, together with figure 7.2,, to calculate 

stage conditions for feeds between 10 and 40 9/t zinc with 0 to 

10 9/k sOphuric acid present and equi I ibritm ri-iole fractions 

of copper up to 0.9. These results are pi-esented in table 7.3. 

As expected, the presence of ac 1din the f eed I owers the overa iI 

zinc recovery. 
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Feed 9/t No of Phase ratlo % recovery % ý, -, Uflty of 

Zn u ý12SOI-,, S 'I a9 p- S org//aq of Zn Product Zn 

7 

. '0.00 10.00 10.00 5 1.0 30.4 99.9 

10.00 --50.00 
10.00 5 1.0 52.8 98.9 

10.00 i 20.00 5.00 ? 1.0 54.8 018.7 

4 1.0 66.5 99. 

6 1.0 71 .4 109.4 

n 10.0 10.00 1 0.00 5 1.0 33.5 99.7 

20.00 10.00 0.00 2 10 48.1 99.9 

4 0) 58.2 99.9 

6 1.0 62.5 99.9 

Table 7.3. Recoveries and purities for a number of ODeI"?, tj-rq conditi(,, rs; 

computer-aide-d calculations. 



CHAPTER 8 

E2UILIBRIUM MODELS IN COUNTERCURRENT EXTRACTION CALCULATIONS 

8.1 Clas. s., cal Analysis of Stagewise Contact 

The calculation is carried Out by alternate appi icatlon of matcerial 

balance and equilibriurf, relationships, 
(1) 

The discussion bý31ow is based 

on the concept of theoret i ca I stages but th is', im1 -trat i on is not . -, ssen-1, ia 

if the stage efficiency is known. Additional simplifying assump-11-ions 

frequently made are 

(1) the phases are completely immiscible, 

(Ii) no backmixing or entrainment occurs, 

(iii) the volume of aqueous and organic phases is unchanged 

during the course of extraction, and 

kiv) the temperature and presSUre remain constant. 

The following nomenclature will be used 

L aqueous phase volumetric fiow 

nrnpnie- nh--crn, f 'nw 
G=-, zj-, -, -, ,-,, -- 

With reference to f igure 8.1, a material balance around the 1 irst 

n 'stages gives 

YG+X, L YF G+XLS. I 
n (n+ I) 

which on rearranging provides 

L X, aoo8.2 

The above equation represents the conservation of mas-s at a point between 

any two stages. The sI ope, of the 11 i ne is the fI ow rat io L/G and I ts 

intercept is yF (L/G) Xj The composition of the passing aqueous 

and organ 1c streams is theref orn- a po i nt on thl s1 1 ne, ca I I ed the operat i ng 

11 tie. 

I. - ,. ýýI 44i 
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There 1s-., corres�Dýýt-id i n- esu i11 br i um cornpoýD i ti on of the organ ic 

p!,, -,! -, c for, any aqueý,,, ýs, ph, 3se composition. 

Y 
11 

n the si mil. ) I est case I 

Jn .a. 8.3 

Represent i nq dI sli-ir i b, ut i on f u, nct i on a nd operat i ng 11 ne on a S, i-a ph 

oft Y versus X, the number of stages can he "stepped off ".. in tho manner 

desk, --r i 
bed by Vz, 'ý r 1--a-ress 1an and F en s I-, e. 

(81 ) 

ýjcle ýetaLDisi 8.2 Extractl:,. n Calculations involy_lll I -r i but ion 

The, p; -c , blem of stage requirements for more conip! ex systems is 

aI so so I ved ýy use of the mater iaI ba Ia nce and the equ iIi br i urn re i a-l- 'I onsh i ps - 

Consider thu, c6tion exchange reaction 

-- ý% , ?H+8.4. 2' 
aq +2 RH 

org 
MR2 

org 

the conservat i on of mass equat , on f or the metall , N!, a rou rid the. fi rst 

g es of -ýhe, extra ction bank, i11 ustrateci in f '-gure 88.1 ,is n 

G+ Xl L=YG+ Xt 1-***8.5 
fal 

ý, 
m F, \il �n+I ), M, 

As metal is extracted hydrogen ions are released in-l-o the aqueour. phase. 

The total acid value is calculated from -11-he --toichiometry of the reaction. 

The general defining equation for acid concertration is 

vl (X '- Xl 

or 
Hn= IP Xi) .0.8.7 

where is the sloichiometric relation b tween metal extracted e and 

acid produced end Those value depc-n,, -Is on v-1 ., ation units the concar, -, chosen. 
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. le 

t.. 
above equations are used to def-Ine the aqueous phase composiliticr, 

from wlhioi -,, -hc. organic metal concentration can be ., -ýbtlained by means of 

the equ 11 i br i Litri express i on. 

fx 

n, MHn&s*8.8 

A graphical representation of these equations is given in f igure 8,21, 

P. 1 ane ef gh represents the conservat ion of mass for fhe metal I and is 

set p(-:,, rpendicular to the XY plane since it is independent of acid 

conicentrat 1 on. Equat 1 o, i 8 .5fuIIy descr i bes the operat i ng pI ane arld 1t 

; identical -to equation 8.2. The sl%-Jpe of -the plane, tan SI, is given 

by the ratio of aqueous to organic flow rates, L/G. 

For a given aqueous feed, the metal and acid concentrations are 

represented by a point r in the base plane. The relationship between metal 

extracted and acid produCed is obtained from the plane k mqr which is 

defined by equation 8.7. The intersection of this plane with the 

equilibrium surface and the-Dperating plane results in the equilibrium 

curve, pq, and the operating I ine, tv, respectively. These two I ines 

are the ones used il n the cI ass lca II stepp 1 ng of fI procedure. 
(8 1) 

It is of in-II-erest to note that if the acidity of the aqueous phase 

did not change during the course of the extraction the distribution isotherm 

would be represented by the curve, ps, which is a constant acid equilibrium 

I ine. Also in s0me systems, for example uranium distribution between aqueous 

nitrate solution and TBP, the I ine rq may not be straight as the acid 

concentration is then determined from an equi I lbriu! n re I ationship arid not 

calculated on a stoichiometric basis. 

8.3 Extract i on Ca I cu I a', i ons 1 nvo Ivi nq Bi na ry Nlliatco IDi str ', but i on 

Consider the distribution of two metals, NI I and M The total 

organic metal concentration, Y 
T' !S given by the sum oT YM 

I 
'and YM 

11 
and 

similarly the total aqueOLJS inetal conceýntration, X T' by the sum of XM and 
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x can Le cbtainec! tr,,, -)ýij cor-. 

operai-ing -ý, rtc' c. qi. dlibrilum iines, A 1-clal mieial balance around n 

staqes give-E 

V G +A L 8.9 F,, T (n+ ), T 

which is represented by the plane, efgh in Nqure 8.3. 

The acid balance plL-ý, nre. 01mq Ir is described by the equation 

H 
nT 

LI 1lT vi (x 
n, T X, T)o.. 8. !0 

It 1F1 essential to note that ý is only a cons-tant in this system výhen 

the concentration Units. chosen are molles/I 11tre. The differing a-tomic. 

weights oý the mietalls in volved WOUld cP-.. use ý vary H workirg in 

01 
g/1 uni' 

Equal-lons 9.9 and 8.10 are insufficicnt to define the, equMbrium 

x li ions curve lor the binary metal distribution. Thee, quIriu rr corC,: - n 

a, re dependent on the i nd ivi dua I va I ues of the so I utc, i. e. 

H, NMI 
T XT. T .*. 8.11 

wherne NM is 1he mole fraction of metal MI in the aqueous phase, 

defined as XM/x T* If the aqueous phase compositions are known 

the equMbrium line pq can be found and the total metal extraction 

obtained by solution with the operating I ine, tv. 

The individuai metal concentrations in the orgainic phase can be 

calculated either by using a separation factor, or by defining 

the equilibrium function in such a way as to differen'Fia-l-e between 

the metals present. 

-1N+ 
+Yx kio 

I Y-r YTT 
Im IA 

I1 .1 
".. 2 
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8.4 COMMI-tei-Alded De---; iqn Calculations ir r ; ýr ovolving Distribution Su 

If the assumption is rnade that the distlrlbution curve and the 

so lute concentratior, in the conter! ng streams arc-, fixed the four 

remaining variabies ar---: 

(i), the phase ratio 

(ii) the number of equ i11, br i um stages r-ý 

.(iIi) -the solute Concentration in the ra ffinate, and 

Ov) the solute concentration in the loaded organic. 

However, on Iy two of these var 1 ab I es can be fi xed i ndependent I y. 

If the phase fi ow rat io1sfi xed then sett 1 ng the number of stages 

aI so sets both ex 1 st i nq streams. If the fI ow rat io1s not 9i ven, one 

of the ex i st 1 ng concentrat i ons a nd the number of stages ca n be spec ifi ed. 

Genera IIy the number of stages is riot 91 ven and the term i na I corid -, tI Ons 

are fixed. The calculation is straight forward for th, is ca,:, e. However, 

if the number of stages is assumed and the terminall conditions or flow 

ratio is to be calculated, the solution is by trial and error. The 

algorithm for each situation is given in figure 8.4. 

Robinson et al. 
(31) 

and Goto (10) 
adopted algorithm (b) for their 

studies of countercurrent extraction, as it enables the operating 

conditions to be compared for integer numbers of stages. Algorithm (b) 

was also adopted for the present study and the author has writ-ten the 

appropriate computer program in FORTRAN IV for the ICL 1904A computer. 

A sample program used for -, -hie evaluation of the extraction bank 

shown in figure 8.1 is given in Appendix 4. The method of convearqsnce 

f or the tr ia1a nd error so I ut i on is that recommended by Seben ik et aI- 
(82) 

4- 

and 1 nvo I ves resett i ng the raf f1 nate mneta I concentrat i on by reduc i ng am. oun-, s 

11 
as the desired loaded organic phase. is approa 7 ched. The progra-m is stopped 

-) I: -; when the terminal organic m, eta I concentrati on obt ai ned, from stage-tk -s' 

I 
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-u1'ionsiai`1 es ,itii' il e v; 11u et ete rrn i nel - vý 1 ri f rom an ov era ii mo ss- a 
wil-hin cho!:., en 

The effect olf --) vai-i(-,, -; -y oF parame-i-ers, such as moolq-j and acid 

concentrations c-ý. n nr,,,, v be readi iý- examined by calc-Oating the 

mc-i-, A extraction for sce-I operating condition!: ý. A typical study was, g 

carried out for -', -he zinc extroction , ý0% vjIv D2EHPA using an organic: 

aqueous phase ratio oll' 1.0. The resu lits are, --, umrna. -; zed in f it-Aire 8.5 

and show a more eff icient process when the feed metal and sulphuric aci, -. ' 

concenti-,, -. tions are lowered. 

A comparison made between these rompuTer calCUlations and those 

f rom graphica; I constructions and ', s shm,, in in table 8.1 . The va I ilies 

for metal extracl-ed (X F- Xj) obtained by the two appi-oaches Exce used to 

ca I cu I ate a% er-ror def i ned as 

Computed (X F- X�) - Manual (X '" X, ) x 100 F 

computled (X - xlý F4008. i 35 

An acceptable rn&ximum error of ±3% was obtained. 

I 
I he computer program was aI so used to assess the ef f ect c-n me-l-a i 

extract i on of i ncorpol-at i ng a known error I rito t1he equ iIi br i urp. mode I; 

such errors might arise from! either the, experi; ý-ients to dletermine the 

equilibria or a poor model fit. A 10% reduction of the organic metal 

concentration vlas cýiosen which has the e-I i ýfecti of lowerIng th6 equilibriLlm 

11 ne. The change in the Varteressian and Fens-ke diagram for a feed 

containing 10 9/1 z, - nc and 5 9/1 sul phuric- acid is presented Inf igure 8.6. 

Amore do-Vai led examination Ts given in, taL! e 8.2 or E, 1 .0 phase rat io 

and a w,, -riety of feed conditlons. The % errol- ýor -(-his case is defined, as 

erCor computed with o. ri-iDr F 

(X x, 
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Figure 8.5 The effect of variations in the number of stages 

for different feeds (Feed concentrations 0) zinc, 

%a) 40 gA, (b) 30 g/Z, (c) 40 g//Lp (d) 20 g/k, (e) 10 9/1 

10 glC: M) sulphuric acid (a) IQ (b) 10 9/t, (c) 0 9ýt 

(d) 0 g/k, (e) 5 gA, M0 g/4). 

0 
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Feed Conc entrations No o, I'lanua I 
Ii 

Zn gol I H2SOLý g/ 1 s, aQes xr- -v X, xF 
error 

39.94 10.00 2 8.34 8.18 1.92 

4 10.04 9.84 1.99 

6 10.71 10.44 2.52 

39.88 0.00 2 11.85 111.80 0.42 

4 14.37 14 . 33 0.28 
1 

6 15.4 ; 15.36 0.45 

28.70 io. 00 2 7.22 7.13 1 

4 8.63 8.48 1.74 

6 19 9.17 0.22 

20.00 0.00 2 9.62 9.58 0.42 

4 11.66 11.57 0.77 

6 12.50 12.40 00.80 

10.07 5.00 5.48 5.34 2.55 

4 6.65 6.50 2.25 

6 7.14 6.99 2.10 

9.97 0.00 2 6.72 6.92 2.9-/ 

4 8.02 8.21 2.36 

6 8.54 8.75 2.46 

Table 8.1 The difference between computer - aided calculations and 

graphical analyses. 
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Figure 8.6 Varteress, enske diagram for mode, with and without 7an and FF 

a 10% error 
(Feed: Zn = 10 911, H2SO4 -5 o/O 
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I 

Feed Concentrzitlons 
No of Computed Ccnnuted with 10 % 

Zn q/ I H20'04 g/ 1 s ta o es I (X- - X, ) 
I 
ro r (X X er F 

% error 

40.00 5.00 7.38 6.97 5.55 

2 10.06 9.47 5.86 

4 12.21 11.45 6.22 

6 13.09 12.26 6.34 

39.94 10,00 1 6.14 5.77 6.03 

2 8.34 7.80 6.47 

4 10.04 9.34 6.97 

10.71 9.94 7. i9 

39.88 0.00 i 8.74 8.28 5.26 

2 11.86 11.19 5.65 

4 14.37 13.52 5.0, i 

6 15.43, 14.48 6.16 

28.70 10.00 1 5.35 5.03 98 

z 7.20 6.73 6.53 

4 8.01 7.13 

6 9.19 8.50 51 7. ý 

25.00 5.00 1 6.27 5.93 42 

2 8.50 8.02 5.65 

4 10.30 9.69 5.92 

6 11.06 10.38 6. i' , 

20. GO 0.00 1 7.10 6.77 4.65 

2 9.62 9.18 4 

4 11.66 1 1.14 4.46 

6 12.50 1 1.96 

ex 
1, ra%c-t 

i 
oil 

-. -ce error on 
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Feed Concentrations No o Computed Computed viith ! 0'1-'ý % er-r(--, r 
Zn q/ 1 112-S04 9/1 staoes (X x 

F 
/x err-or k-X, 

10.07 5.00 1 4.04 3,85 4.70 

2 5.48 5.22 4ý74 

4 6.65 6.34 4.66 

6 1 Li 4,62 

' T 10.00 10.00 1 3.10 2.93 

.5. 
48 

2 4.19 3.94 5.07 

4 5.07 4.75 6.31 

6 5&, 43 5.07 6.63 

9.97 0.00 1 5.02 4.81 4.18 

2 6.72 6.47 3.72 
1 

4 8.02' 0 7.76 3.24 1 

6 8.53 8.28 2.9-5 

Table 8.2 continued 
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It is noted that a maximum error of 7.6% is obtained and in many ins-lances 

the value is wel I below this which suggests the stage-to-stage calculations 

a re not u nd u1yi nf I uenced by the 1 naccu rac 1 es obt ai ned in 'I his work TO I- 

Ilibrium models or data. the equ , 

4 

x 

Tý II 
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CHAPTER 9 

CONCLUSIONS AND SUM-STIONS FOR FUTURE WORK 

9.1 Modelling Approaches 

The review of the modei Ii ng procedures has poi nted out the advantages 

and disadvantages of the various approaches. The models based on the 

knqwn chemi stry of the process can be used wi th some conf i dence to pred 1 cl- 
data outs i de an experi menta IIy measured reg i on of the equ 11i bri a. However 

models with as good an accuracy, or better, can be based on a polynomial 

and th is method does not requ i re a deta 11 ed chem! ca 1 sI. -udy to be made. 

Care must be taken, though, to ensure the empirical correlations are 

constrained correctly over the experimental region and therefore visual 

inspection gf the interpolated values, eg. by graphical display, is desirable. 

Under no account can these empiricsi equations be used for extrapolation 

purposes, for ou-ýside the region to which they have been f itted they may 

behave in an unpredictable mariner. 

Correlations involving polynomia! s tend to be son-,, ewhat cumbersome. 

However, they . -chieve the objective of surn. -narising and generalising data 

f or i ntei po I at, or, pu rposes. They do not help in determ", ning the mechanism 

f OT a process. 

The chemical me, chanism of a particular ri,, etlal extraction process is 

often only determined pt. tracer meta! concený'i-rations. And, since it is 

we II known that at macro-concentrat i ons the chemi stry becomes very comp I ex. 

It may be that the studies at very low concentrations give m1sleading results 

about the. inec-hanism in real situations, this is shown for instance by the 

behaviour of tht- L')? -EHPA which may act as dirpiers in some circumstances but 

as nionomers in othrers. Reproduction of the exact environment in which the 

extraction if: Carried out may be impractical or even impossible in the 

I aborarl-ory. 

A major di sadvanT',:, 4, qe of emp 1 ri ca I equat lons is that aI arge anK)unt 

of dal-a are required for the evaluation of 1-he constants. Time and costs 
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may premýc! Ude complete experimeri-h-31- ion. Re! at i ve, 1, I h, little da-II-a 1q- needed to 

de-fia-i-mine. fundamental constants. Flowever thýD development of a fundamental 

equation may, in itself, be a time consuming and costly business especially 

if activity coefficients have to be measured. Once a model has been 

developed, though, prediction is obviously a cheap substitute for experim. entation. 

From the preceeding discussion it is clear that a case can be made for a 

semi-empirical approach. Models are easier -to develop than those based on 

theory andare likely tobe less cumbersomethan ernpirical equations. 

Although if the equations are to be used in comput-or calculations the 

cumbersome nature of correlations is not an important factor. 

9.2. Graphical Description of Equilibria. 

The graphical methods presented in this thesis for the organisation of 

equilibrium data provide useful methods for the interpretation of the results. 

Unfortunately, time permitted only the single and binary metal systems. 

to be consi dered in depth. The more complex processes involving the 

interdependent distributions of several metal solutes have not been discussed. 

The graphical description of the equilibrium data for such systems is likely 

to prove difficult, however, because of the anyount of spatial coordinates 

required. Resort to a purely mathematical approach, therefore, w! II have 

to be made. It wi II be of particular importance to remodel the equi Hbrium 

data when excess quant ities of neutral salts are present, for these salts 

kferric sulphate or aluminium sulphate) may have marked buffer effects. 

It is of interest to note a number of graphical representations, other 

than those previously discussed, are possible for 1-he distribution of two 

me aIsir. the same system. As ponted out by Leave, the triangular 

diagrar, n, normal ly used for systems involxtin, rý partial ly miscible solvents, 

can be adapted for binary metal distributions. The organic phase coMpositions 

expressed as equivalent ionic fractions are ploited on -he regular grid and 

fitted to the aqueous phase equivalent ionic fractions which appear on contour 

Ii nes. Th isis shown infi qu re. 9.1 f or (a, systerr, I nvo Ivi nq me 1-;,, 1s 



equ i va I ent 
is ! -)Iot-rp 

Organic Pll-, ý, z-lse e-(- 
ionic f ractions 
on regular grid. 

Figure 9.1 Binary metal dis-f-ribuflon represented by 

a trianoular dliaýram. 
,j 

Mil 0.5 
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M1, MI, and acid, H. -11-hý:, ý C. Pexes of the triangle represent tile 

extreme conditions when only one component is present in the system. 
An equilibrium position, point A, lies on the straight lines of 

constant organic phase ionic fraction and contours of constant 

aqueous phase ionic fraction. The limits of the contours wili 

correspond to the bi nary equ 11ib ri um, cond it , ons in the systems 

involving-M, - M11, M, - 1ý, M11- 11. In an ideal case, where no 

act 1vi ty ef f ects occu r, the aq ueOLIS concent rat i on contou rs wiII 
become straight lines. indicated by the broken lines of figure 9.1, 

interescting at A. I 

As cleterm! ned by Leaver (6) 
, however., theý approach !s only useful 

when the so I utes have simiIardI str i but i on coef fic1 ents so that the 

. 
data are spread over the whole of the diagram. ', f th 1sis not the case 

the data becam, e concentrated in aI imited area of the tri a ng Ie r-,; aki ng 

it difficult to interpret the results. Th 1s may be pa rt iaIIy ove rcome by 

using rectangular coordinates to expand one concentration scale relative 
(1). 

Unfortunately, this leads to an amplific-I to another ation of 

experimental error and since this graphical representation is particularly 

sensitive to experimental error in one or more of the varicables the approach 

is often of little value. 

Peterson and Beyer (83) 
have studied the binary metal systom involving 

the separation of hafnium from zirconium from 5N nitric acid solution using 

tributyl phosphate in a diluent of n-h(---ptane. The organic phase was first, 

aci di fi ed so that no not mass transf er of ni tri c aci d occurred. Equilibrium 

isotherms were ob-l-ained for fixed percentages of hafnium and zirconium in the 

feeds by contacting equal phase volumes. The results were presented as 

a plo-II- of to tal metal concentrations in the organic and aqueous phases. 

AI so iII ustrated were the correspond i ng curves -for the si ng Ie met@! 

extract ions. Thus af am! Iy Of i solffie, mis was obta i ned between boundari es 

I 

formed by the equi librium lines for the individual metall distributiors. 



This is a simi lar representation to ti, or LISed in the, study. 

However, the absence of ac iddi stri butil on s1 mp iif1 es prob! em to 

crie 1 rivo I vi ng a surface of e. qul I! bri um. 

The repre. L--. entation of data by an "equilibrium solid" presented 

in th is study, see back to f6 gure 8.3, has 'I he advantage of being a 

more general theory. However, when one of the two metals is only 

poorly extracted the lowest surface of the solid becomes coincident 

with the base plane. Also unless the experiments are carefully 

pI an ned unre I ated points scattered iffiroughout the "equ II ibrium so I id" 

are obtained, as was found on analysis of Leaver's (6) data. 

The present work indicates that one useful approach is to determine 

sets of equi I lbri uni isotherms at a number Of fixed total metal values. 

Such data have the advantage of being directly applicable to design and 

allows the "equilibrium solid" to be divided into easily definable 

sections. 

9.3 The Single and Binary Metal Distributions involving Zinc and Copper 

Equ iii bri um data for the di stri bution of zi nc between aqueous 

sulphate solution and 10% V/y and 20% V/v D2EHPA in a di luent of kerosene 

have been reported. Extraction results were determined for zinc and 

sulphuric acid feed concentrations of 2-40 g/k and 0-10 g/k , respectively. 

Inspection of the data i Ilustra-tes the depression of the equilibria as 

acid concentrations are increased. For distribution coefficients to 

exceed 1.0 it is desirable to have feeds containing less than 10 g/k of 

zinc and 5 9/k of sulphuric acid. 

Simi lar data for the extraction of copper have also been presented 

I process. in this work but show this to be a less favourable extraction 

Only the lowest feed concentrations studied, that of 2 g/k of copper and 
i 

0 g/Z of sulphuric acid, produced distribution coefficients above 

Therefore for 20% V/v D2EHPA to be used effectively as an extractant for 

copper low feed concentrations must be used. Of course a stronger 



concentration of D2E'f-]PA woui'd enhance the extraC-tion but viscosity 

problems associated with the organic phase may be encountered. 

The equi 11 bri um measuremen is ob ta, ried for the bi na ry meta 1 

system show that zinc is preferentially removed frcm aqueous solutions 

containing both copper and zinc. D2EHPA can be used, therefore, to 

separate I-lie two metals. A bench-scale continuous countercurrent ex-fracticon 

bank employing five rnixer-settler stages was used to verify this for a 

feed containing 4.97 g/k of zinc and 5.15 g/k of copper. A loaded organic 

phase with a metal purity of 99% in zinc was prodUced amd the effective 

removal of zinc from the feed was 92.7%. 

The equ iIi bri um data aI so show that the amount of copper contami nation 

in the organic phase is largely independent of the aqueous phase acidity. 

Only at equi I ibrium mole fractions of copper in the aqueous phase above 

0.9 did the distribution show marked signs of competition for the available 

extractant. Thus D2EHPA may be used to treat a wide range of feeds to 
I 

produce a high purilly zinc product. 

9.4. Computer-Aided Design Calculations 

The programs developed in this -thesis illustrate the application of 

equilibrium correlations in basic design calculations and have shown 

the problem in design calculation associated with the errors in the data 

or the models. A 10% reduction in the organic metal concentrations 

produced a maxi mum error of 7.8% in the meta I extracted f rom the aqueous 

phase. 

AI thou ghtforward 
. 9h the progrms presented in this work are strai 

they can be readily incorporated into more difficult procedures for 

optimi-sation, control or simulation. One aim of this thesis was to 

provide such programs for the Solvent Extraction Group at Bradford 

University in order that they could further use them in such studies. 

Indeed these programs have already been used in some commercial applications 

for example, the assessment of new che! ating reagents for copper. 
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Future Work 9.5 SuQS i oris 

Many i ridusli-r- ,aI operat i ons us i ng so I venl extracti on i nvo I ve more than 

two meta I- so I utes in the f eed so I ul- !,,,:, ns. SuCh operations have not been 

examined in this thesis. A number of investigators 
(33)(39) 

have attempted 

to tack Ie the prob I em but on Iyf or cherni ca IIysi mi I ar meta I so I utes. 

A useful study would be to develop a universal approach for more general 

multi-component systems. Unfortunately a large amount of data would be. 

required and batch shake tests would not be practical. A rapid means of 

determining equilibrium points must be used and it would therefore be 

attractive to use the AKUFVE apparatus in such a study. 

I 
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APPENDIX 1_ 

Tables ofExperimental Results 

Table IA 

Tab Ie 2A 

Tab Ie 3A 

Tab Ie 4A 

Tab Ie 5A 

Equilibrium data for the distribution of zinc between aqueous 

sulphate solution and 20c%O 'ý/v D2EHPA - extraction and stripping 

res uI ts. 

Equilibrium data for the extraction of zinc from aqueous sulphate 

solution by 101% v/v D2EHPA. 

Equi 11 bri um data for the extract, on of copper f rom aqueous su I phate 

solution by 200pf v/v D2EHPA. 

Equilibrium data for the distribution of zinc and copper between 

aqueous sulphate solution and 20% v/v D2EHPA - total metal feed 

approximately 0.16M (1091k). 
I 

Eq uiIib ri um data f or The di stri but 1 on of zi nc and copper between 

aqueous sulphate solution and 20% v /v D2EHPA - total metal feed 

approximately 0.6M (40g/k). 
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I 

Aqueous Feed 

Concentrations 

Zn 9/1 H, gSC49/1 pH 

Phase Equ i 11 br i urn, C'oncentrati or-c 
Rat 1 c) 

Aqueous Phase Orgar! ic Pi,. org/aq 

Zn 9/1 H pH Zn 9/1 
TF2SO40j 

10.07 1 5.00 1 . 50 0.1 9.22 6.27 1.40 . 8.50 

0.25 8.27 7.70 1.32 7.19 

0.5) 7.32 9.12 1.24 5.49 

1.0 6.21 10.79 . 18 1 3.86 

2.0 4.87 12.80 1 1.12 2.60 

10.0 17.16 1.10 0.81 

9.97 1 0.00 5.17 1 0.! 8.69 
ý 

1.92 1.90 
1 

12.75 1 

0.25 7.32 3.97 1 . 59 10.59 

0.5 6.08 5.83 1.41 7.78 

1.0 4.77 7.80 1.31 5.20 

2.0 3.79 9.27 1.22 -). 
03 

10.0 1.11 19 13.28 0.89 

2.02 1.00 2.09 0.1 1.24 2.17 1.7 7.78 

0.25 0.79 2.85 1.58 4.90 

0.5 0.52 3.25 1.55 3.00 

1.0 0.52 3.25 1.54 1.50 

2.0 0.15 3.80 1.56 0.93 

1.99 1 0.00 5.68 0.1 0.93 1.59 1.76 10.60 

0.25 0.49 2.25 1.61 6.0 

o. 5 0.28 2.57 If 1.58 3.4 

1.0 0.13 2.79 1.58 1.86 

2.0 0.05 2.91 1.64 0.97 

-wee" aqUe-'Oý_'S TABLE IA-, 'qu 11i br- , unn data f or the d1 -c-, I-r llbu'tl 0", Of zi tic; be! 

v 7HPA on results. /v 
SU I r'lla-fc-, 

T 
sollut, ion and 20% 
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Aqueous Feed 

Concentrations 

Zn g/ I H2SO4 9/1 pH 

39.94 10.00 1.28 

39.88 0.00 5.21 

Phase 

Ratio 

or, q/aq 

0.1 

0.25 

0.5 

1.0 

2.0 

10.0 

0.1 

0.25 

0.5 

2.0 

10.0 

Equ i11 br i urn Concentrat i o; ýs 

Aqueous Phase 0r9aric 

Zn 9/1 pH H2SO4 Z-n 9/1 

-'ý 0- 0'ý' 111 . 58 1 . 21 1 10. Aý7, 

37.62 13.48 i. 14 9.28 

36.08 1 15.79 1.08 7.72 

33.60 19.51 1.00 6.34 

31.18 23.13 0.93 4.38 

22.68 35.88 0.79 1.73 

58.24 2.45 
4 

2.02 16.34 

36.35 5.30 1.60 14.12 

33.93 8.91 1.39 11.90 

31.18 13.04 1.23 8.69 

28.11 17.64 1.08 5.88 

19.09 31.16 0.90 2.08 

28.70 - 10.00 1 1.28 0.1 27.81 ; 11.33 1.23 8.90 
1 

0.25 26.67 13.04 1.18 8.11 

0.5 25.. 5b 15.00 1.12 6.67 

1.0 23.40 17.95 1.06 5.30 

2.0 21.05 21.47 0.98 3 . 82 

10.0 14.32 31 . 56 0.87 1.44 

20.00 0.00 5.35 0.1 18.43 2.35 1.94 15.69 

0.25 16.80 4.80 1.62 12.81 

0.5 7.35 15.10 1.40 9.81 

1.0 12.94 j, 10.58 1.24 7.06 

2.0 10.13.72 1 . 14- 4.51 8 

10.0 5.82 21.26 1.00 1.42 

--tract i on resu I ts 
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Feed Concentrations Phase Equilibrium Concentrations 

Aqueous Phase Organic Phase Ratio Aqueous Phase Organic Phase 

Zn 9/1 H2SO4 9/1 Zn 9/1 org/aq Zn g/l H2SO4 9/1 Zn 

0.00 53.45 8.63 0.2 1.70 50.90 0.! 3 

0.5 4.12 47.28 0.39 

1.0 8.11 41.29 0.52 

2.0 14.58 31.59 1.34 

5.0 22.01 20.44 4.23 

io. 0 25.28 15.54 6.10 
- 

0.00 96.61 8.63 0.2 1.07 94 ,II 

j 
0.29 

0.5 4.15 90.38 0.33 

1.0 8.30 84.16 0.33 

2.0 16.34 72.10 0.46 

5.0 36.15 42.35 1.39 

10.0 44.67 29.60 4.16 

24.97 1 96.61 1 8.43 l'O 33.01 84.55 0.30 

2.0 41.18 72.29 0.33 

5.0 58.62 46.14 1.70 

10.0 63.41 38.95 4.59 

TABLE IA continued - stripping results. 
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Aqueous Feed Phase 
I 

Equilibrium Concentrations 
Concentra t ion ý-- Ratic -- I 

Ac 
, ueous_Phase 
- 

0, gai nic Phas-- 
Zn 9/1 H2SO4 pH org/aq Zn g/I IH2SO4 9/1 pH Zn 9/! 

40.20 10.00 1.26 0.! 39.77 10.65 1.16 4.36 1 

0.25 39.19 11 . 51 1 . 13 4.0 

0.5 38.37 12.75 1 . 12 -1.66 

1.0 36.93 14.90 111 3.27 

2.0 34.65 18.32 1.05 2.78 

10.0 29.58 25.93 0.9 11.06 

40.04 0.00 5.17 0.1 39.28 1.14 2.23 7.58 

0.25 38.31 2.60 1.85 6.9,3 

0.5 37.15 4.33 1.61 5.78 

1.0 35.011 7-54 1.42 5.03 

2.0 32.52 11.28 1.24 3.7 15 

10.0 25.2 22.26 1.00 1.48 

20.20 5.00 1.56 0.1 19.71 5.73 1.50 4.89 

0.25 19.11 6.63 1.44 4.34 

0.5 18.07 8.19 1.36 4.2-5, 

1.0 16.93 9.90 1.27 3.27 

2.0 15.36 12.26 1.19 2.42 

10.0 10.75 19.17 1.03 0.94 

-20.17 0.00 5.45 0.1 19.44 1.09 2.25 7.32 

0.25 18.50 2.50 1.88 6.67 

0.5 17.39 4.17 1.64 5.556 

1.0 15.66 6.76 1.44 4.51 

2.0 13.73 9.66 1.29 3.22 

10.0 9.05 16.618 1.10 1.11 

TABLE 2A Equilibrium dala for the extraction of zinc from aqueous sulpha-,: -r-,, 

1v D2EHPA. 
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Aqueous Feed Phase Equilibrium Concentrations 
Concentrations Ratio 

Aqueous Phase Organic Pse 

Zn 9/1 H2SO4 9/1 pH org/aq Zn g/l H2S04 9/1 pH Zn g/l 
-_7 

10.10 5.00 1.52 0.1 9.73 5.55 1.49 3.76 

0.25 9.28 6.23 1.42 3.28 

0.5 8.61 7.23 1.36 2.97 

1.0 7.70 8.60 1.29 2.40 

2.0 6.70 10.10 1.23 1.70 

IM 3.86 14.36 1.12 0.62 

10.04 0.00 5.52 0.1 9.33 1.06 2.20 7.06 

0.25 8.53 2.26 1.83 6.05 

0.5 7.47 3.85 1.62 5.15 

1.0 6.50 5.31 1,45 3.55 

2.0 5.29 7.12 1.33 2.37 

10.0 2.61 11.14 1.20 0.74 

1.95 1.00 1.99 0.1 1.52 1.64 1.75 4.26 

0.25 1.18 2.15 1.66 3.07 

0.5 0.87 2.62 1.58 2.16 

1.0 0.59 3.04 1.53 1.35 

2.0 0.36 3.38 1-51 0.79 

2.07 0.00 5.70 0.1 1.52 0.82 2.15 5.54 

0.25 1.09 1.47 1.82 3.93 

0.5 0.77 1.95 1.70 2.61 

1.0 0.48 2.38 1.63 1.59 

2.0 0.27 2.70 1.61 0.18 

TABLE 2A continued. 
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Aqueous Feed Phase Equilibrium Concentra-t-io. -is 
Concentrat i ons Ratio 

Aqueous Phase Or i Ph gan c ase 
Cu 9/1 H2SO4 9/1 pH org/aq Cu 9/1 H2SO4 9/11 pH CU 9/1 

61.7 0.00 3.38 0.1 60.85 1.31 2.32 8.54 

- 0.25 60.31 2.14 2.10 5.55 
0.5 60.00 2.62 1.91 3.42 

1.0 59,14 3.94 1.79 2.56 i 
2.0 58.28 5.27 1.67 1.71 

10.0 55.29 9.87 1.46 0.64 

50.42 0.00 3.47 0.1 49.65 1.19 2.35 7.70 
0.25 49.40 1.57 2.12 4.08 
0.5 48.82 2.4-6 1.94 3.20 
1.0 48.31 3.25 1.83 2.11 
2.0 47.28 4.84 1.72 1.57 

10.0 43.67 10.35 1.51 0.67 

40.28 0.00 3.57 0.1 39.65 0.97 2.36 6.35 

0.25 39.20 1.66 2.15 4.32 

0.5 38.88 2.16 1.96 2.80 
1.0 -58.25 3.13 1.84 7 2.0-5 

2.0 37.23 4.70 1.73 1.53 

10.0 34.31 9.19 1.54 0.60 

20.17 0.00 3.88 0.1 19.66 0.78 2.41 5.14 

0.25 19.30 1.34 2.20 3.47 

0.5 18.95 1,88 2.08 2,44 

1.0 18.46 2.63 1.92 1.70 

2.0 17.95 3.42 1.82 1.11 

10.0 14.94 8.05 . 
1,66 .... 

0.52 

10.38 0.00 4.20 0.1 9.91 0.72 2.46 4.63 

0.25 9.63 1.16 2.27 2.97 

0.5 9.35 1.59 2.15 2.04 

1.0 8,97 2.17 2.04 !. 40 

2.0 8.39 3.06 1,90 0.99 

10.0. 5.78 7.08 1,81 0.46 

I 
X 

Table 3A Equilibrium data for the extraction ol copper from aqueous sulphate 

solution by 20% V/v D2EHPA. 
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Aqueous Feed Phase Equilibrium Concentrations 

trations C Ratio oncen 
Aqueous Phase Organic Phase 

Cu 9/1 H2SO4 9/1 pH org/aq Cu 9/1 H2SO4 9/1 pH Cu 9/1 

2.01 0.00 4.69 0.1 1.73 0.43 2.47 2.73 

0.25 1.59 0.65 2.32 1.65 

0.5 1.43 0.89 2.23 1.15 

1.0 1.23 li20 2.17 0.78 

2.0 
1 

0.92 
11 . 68 2.12 0.55 

Table 3A continued. 
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Aqueo 

Concen 
us Feed 

trat i ons 

Phase 

Ratio 
Equilibrium Concentr a-tiors 

Aqueous Phase Organi c 

Zn g/l Cu 9/1 H2SO49/1 pH Org/aq Zn 9/1 Cu g/l H2SO49/1 P Zn g/l Cu 9/1 

7.98 2.27 0.00 4.67 0.1 6.65 2.27 1.87 1.89 12.47 0.005 

0.25 5.50 2.26 3.62 1.61 9.64 0.0-085 

0.5 4.47 2.27 5.10 1 . 42 6.79 0. Gi0 

1.0 3.42 2.26 6.83 1.31 4.54 0.012 

2.0 2.4! 2.24 8.32 1.24 2.76 0.013 

10.0 0.72 2.05 1 1.97 !. 27 0.77 0.023 
ý 

5.07 5.11 0.00 4.36 0.1 3.86 5.11 1.75 1 . 90 11.61 0.020 

0.25 2.86 5.09 3.! 5 1.64, 8.37 1 0.0152 

0.5 2.08 5.08 4.21 1.5! 5.56 0.048 

1.0 1.60 5.05 5.31 1.42 3.48 0.056 

2.0 1.00 4.99 6.04 1.381 1.94 
1 0.070 

10.0 0.46 4.10 7.36 
11.47 

0. 0.098 

1.98 8.02 0.00 4.16 0.1 0.99 8.02 1.50 2.05 9.88 0. i 52 

0.25 0.55 7.87 2.26 1.84 5.73 0.2ý)O 

0.5 0.34 7.83 2.75 1.78 3.28 0.370 

1.0 0.17 7.62 3.32 1.74 1.81 0.396 

2.0 M2 7.27 3.96 1.70 0.93 0.376 

10.0 0.06 5.1i 7.36 1.70 0.1 9 0.290 

Table 4A Equilibrium data for the distribution of zinc and copper between 

aqueous sulphate solution and 20% v /v D2EHPA - to-ra I meta If eed 

approximately 0.16M (10 9/1) 
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Aqueous Feed 
Concentrations 

Phase Equilibrium Concentrations 
Ratio 

Aqueous Phase Organic 

Zn q/ II Cu g/ II H2SO49/ 11 pH lorg/aq lZn g/ II Cu q/ II H2SO49/1 I pH 

27.76 110.55 1 0.00 14.13 

18.45 120.14 1 0.00 13.80 

10.00 128.42 1 0.00 13.65 

1.98 136.79 1 0.00 13.55 

Table 5A Equilibrium data for the distribution of zinc and copper between 

aqueous sulphate solution and 20% V/v D2EHPA - total metal feed 

'imately 0.6 IMI (40 9/1). appro^, 

0.1 26.30 

0.25 24.46 

0.5 22.32 

1.0 19.90 

2.0 17.10 

10.0 10.01 

0.1 1 17,02 

0.25 15.47 

0.5 14.00 

1.0 11 . 55 

2.0 9.66 

10.0 5.10 

Zn g/ 1 ICU 

14.17 
, 

0-0C7 

12. 20 0.007 

10. ý7 0. WC? 

7.45 0.01 1 

5.08 0.012 1 

o. ol iý 

14.10 

11 . 77 

9.35 

6.93 

4.51 

1 . 44 

0.1 8.49 1 28,42 1.95 1.95 12.96 

0.25 7.40 28.421 3.96 1.65 10.48 

0.5 6.12 28.37 5.92 1.47 7.79 

1.0 4.81 28.30 7.94 1.34 5.17 

2.0 3.60 28.141 10.02 1.26 3.20 

10.0 1.80 26.90 1 14.52 1.20 0.82 

0.066 

0.074 

0.096 

Oý : 22 

0.140 

0.144 

0.1 1.09 36.79 1.44 12.10 1 8.95 0.640 

0.25 0.74 36.47 2.25 1.87 4.95 32 1. W 

0.5 0.69 36.151 2.80 1.76 2.57 !. 120 

1.0 0.41 35.84 3.38 1.67 1.57 0.984 

2.0 0.28 35.20 5.14 1.59 0.. 85 0.84(, -) 

10.0 31 0 11 . 21 1 . 45 0.25 0.4 &'ý 

0.0 "-'3 

0.0 215- 

0.028 

0.036 

0.039 

0.039 

10.55 1 2.13 

10.55 
1 1 4.58 

K 0.55 
1 

7.64 

10.54 
1 

11ý17 

10.55 15.32 1 

10.42 26.09 

20.141 2.12 

20.14 4.11 

20. i 41 7.01 

20.101 10.40 

19.98 13.54 

19.75 21 . 56 

1.90 

1 . 56 

1 . 35 

1.18 

1.05 

0.88 

1 . 94 

1 . 62 

1 . 42 

1.16 

i . 03 
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i rl ca I Mo do 

Tab Ie 6A A typical 'Swede' program. Thm function taken in 

statements 0003 to 00 10 is th(i qc1nera II sed DO I ynomi al 

wh 1 ch appears in Tab I es 9A, I ()A ond IIA. The output frQm 

such a program wl I I vary C-10, Pondl ný) upon the model chosen 

and the regi on of fit e/, p I orod. Thorefore the output 

is not given here but specific rciults are shown In the 

subsequent tables of this appol-I(lix. 

Tab Ie 7A Empirical model for the of copper from aqueous 

sulphate solution by 10% V/v LIX 64N 

parameters of equation 6.25. 

Table 8A Empirical model for the extradlon of copper from 

aqueous sulphate solution by 110% V/v LIX 64N - 

parameters of equation 6.26. 

Tab Ie 9A Empirical model for the extracl, lon of copper from aqueous 

sulphate solution by P-17 

Table IOA Empirical model for the extrrictlon of zinc from aqueous 

sulphate solution by 20% V/v D211-11PA 

Table I IA Empirical model for the extrac-flon of copper by 20% V/v D2EHPA. 
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. 00ol .. - LIPpfpy(F6, 
000?. --- i)Ftr, -ofjpý, 2 
0003 LIR, ýAriY(ýr) 
6034 PR06RAjI 
0005 C014PACT 
0006 

,CP kI 0001 INP, )y 3=Tr>O 
ot)08 -OUT PUT 2m ipI. . -- .. 00 09 -'USE* i0r/APRAY 
0010 END 

0012 RE AD F ; Z')M 
_____oool F UN C71 ON riX? pi(3#X4, A5#X6#v7, X8, X9 ,A N' 0002 DIV-045 ION A(N) 

0003 
ok)i)4 I *A( 5yi *Y? 4A (6 X1 **2 X? * 4 7) X1 *y? 00u 5Af8xyA, (, ),!, * e' )(X*? )+A103x22 0006 --ý)+At - 

)*0 f 121 X1-2) *(X2, *3) 
0007- 4+A03)*tXI *-I)* (X? *ý3) 0008 5+AC. 4)+ K1 (X2**4) 

__0009 6* A(iA)* 1% X11X? 4)--_. 
0010 Z+A('17)*X2+A(IA)*(X 

-*2)*A(19)*(X2**3)*A(? 
-0)*(X? **4) (Wil RETURN 

0012 -- ---- - 

-- -E t4 DWSE GhE NT , LF NG T 11 262, NAME F 

0013 --SIJR 'nUT I N'F FIPS TDF; I V. IT 'VE S Xl Y2, X'X. X4fX5oX6, X7t*<8oX9, A, ý: ) 
DI Mt- NS ION A (N VDA 

0015 0 DA tI)rI 
0016 DDA%'2)zil 

'0017 

-0019 ODA 5)= XI X2 
-0020 D0A6)=(X12 *K 2 

-----O()Zl ODA (7) = (XI 11 *X2 
--v022 (0**2) 

00? 3DDA (9 )=', XI*, 2)*(X. 2 ,, 2)--I--- 

DDA (i I =YI 

0027 **1) (x2- *3) 
1) 0280D4( 14 X1Y241 
000 -DDA 0 5) :: ()cl *ý) (Y? **4) 

----0030 DD4ý 16 13X2 
---DDA(i 7) =X2-- - 

---0032r --- ---- ---DDA(18)=(Y2&*? ) --- __ _. -- -... - ___ - _.. - 
0033 ODA(19)=()(2&*3) 
0034 ODA (20)ý(X2*#I. ) 
00 35- 
0036 

27. NAME- FI RS!, E; Z V AT IVES UND Oi SEGMENT, LENGTH --? t 

Table 6A A typical 'Swede' program 
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--SUBef)UT! Nr SFrO'l'DM'RIVAIlVE, (Dý-, Xj X2 xi x4x6y, 
- -0 038 1-1 SI N* AD2 
--0039 01)u. 0- --- --- 

.. 0040 .? 10 

-. -Oo/ .1-? 13 
--0042 D40 
--0043 D50 
--- 0044 60 
--- 0045 ---170 
---0046 218:: 0 - ------ 
---0047---- D2 (1 9 =0 

A048D21 10)--(% 
n 

0050D2 12 0 
--0051 

4A 

-0053- 
16)=r, 

.. 
I 

-- -0 055d. ( I, 17 )=0. J 
-0056 

----0058 DZ 
---0059 -DZ 2) =0 
----0060 
----0061 
----0062 I 
---0063 -0 ?(2,6, z; 0.0 --- - -- --- ---- -- --. ---- - --- 
--- 0064. --- - --- ----D 2(?, 7)=V. 0------- -- -- -, ---- ---- I 

. ---0065 --- -- D2f-. 1.8) =0 . 0- - -. - - --- - ---- --- .- -- ---- I 

---0066 02 (.., 9 ) =0 
0067 
0068 

-0069 2 un fv 
---0070 21n f) 
--6071 
---o 07 2D? (2.15 1 :: n. 0. - ---- I 

0073 
0074 D2(2.17)zn. 1) 

-00? 5 -. 1ro . Lr 
-- - -- --02 19 il --0076 

--- 0077 ? 0; mn .0 
--0078 D2 (13 =0 
. -. -0079 ------- ('3 
----, 0080 
--0081 

D2CS, 7)=O. o ---0082 
- -- 00 83--(j, A) =0 .0-. --- 
--- 0084 02(3.90.0 

-0085 0) -0 
---()086 -D2 3,11 zo 0 

-000 mn 0 
n 

-0089 4) =o0 

--0090 
---- 0091 

o0 ý% 2023 17 
0093 

-0094 .0 
---0095 10 20. (1 

-----0096 
OZ(4,4)=O. O 

---0097 OZ ( "I ,5)m0.0 
-. 0098 02 (4.6) =0.1) 

-- 0099 
---Oioo --- -- -- D2(4, A) t- 0.0 

-0101 
DI(4,9)70.0 

--'0102 
D2(4, io)=n. n 

----0104 2(4,1Z)=n. 0 
---- .. - ---- 

----oio5 1---0106 

Tab Ie 6A" -- continued 

0 
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07 (4 l 6) 
4 17 

0112 
- ---0113 --- 

0114---- D2 j 6) =rt 
0 115 -D570 

0119 - 
--0 12 0 -D 2(5,12 0 

0 1-2 2ý 5-, 13 )x0. 
'. 0 

12 2 --- -- - -- -- -- --'- -V 2(5.14 

-0124-- 

12 6 DZ (5 l 8) =O 0 
0 12 7-- DZ (5 19 ;=0n 
012 8 ---DZ(5 20)=t) 0 

--01 

8) =o 
----0132 -- -- - 

0 13 4 

-0135 
-- 0136 3) 
- --el 37 14 )ý0 1) 

0139 
0140 DZ «1 171 rA 

-0141 
---- -0 14 2 
---0143 

--0145 DZ (7 ,8) =o -0-, -- -- - -- -- 

-0149 
t 50 02(7,13)zn. 0 

-- 0151 0Z(7l41=0.0 

1-- 0152 DZ(7,15) =A . (» 
1 

-- ----0153 (7.16 
----0154 - --- ----D2(? , 17. - =n. J 

-, - -- - 0155 D? (1- 18) :: il .0 -- --- 
1 

--0156 -. D2(7,19 ; =rl .0 
-- --. 

vi 51 

0159 
----0160 

61 
'A l 2) 

-0163 02 (6 13 0 
D2 (A l4 

-0165 02 (3 l 5) =M 

2 (6 , 17 0 
02(ýý, 1 1 gi =n 

-_OI 69 DZ(d, 19)ýM-0 
- ---- . -- --. 

017 002u; ,200 _ -- - ---- 
. --- -- - -- ---- ---0171 -o 2 (9 9)-- 

_ -- ý --0 17 2D20-'n)2'- 
--0173 D201 11 ) =n -1)- -.. - 

0174 l2)Z tl . 
(1 

-- -- .. -- 
. ---0175 13 0 

0 17 6 -D Z4 
rn 0177 

78 02 16 rn M 

v79 
D 8) 

Tab Ie 6A -- continued 

0 
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81 - ___ - 02 c Cý 
, 19 )r0 0- _'. - 82 . D2 (9 ? 0; =(). 0 

-01 83 D21 Ll 
01 84 D? 0 
0185 0? io 
oi 86 3 

87 -D2(1(1 I '. 
88 

--oi89. 
0190 02 01 17) 

_091 D2 o O'l 61=oo 
0192 ---D2(lt), 19) =o r, 
093 

-0 19 4 
0195 

----0196 -02( il 1,5):. D. o -- -- -- --- ---- --. 
Di 01 14) =0.6 

D2(ii 15) ::, I. n 
0 199 DZ 
0? . 00 D21 11 _ __ -.. - -.. - __ - _0201 ------De ( 11 " 10) =00. -------- -- --- --- ----------- 2 D29 

----0 ?v3- --- ---- ___ ---De(Ii,? t) )rn. o 
0204 7,1,, )=O. o --- -- ---- --- - --- -- -- -- - 0205 D2C. 2, i3'j=(). O 
0206 DZ 121o 

-D 20 
-0208 D? 2, lo) 0 
0209 -D2 200 

____0210 D27 --0. 0211 be ?, i f4 )=0 

0212 D2,11.2#21) =0.0 
el 3 __. - 31 =o. n-_. __ _. ___ ___ - ____ .---. --- ___ 0214 j. 

14) =0 .A D2 
__ozl 5 3 #15 0216 

DZ(I 
ozo I, ifl)mO. O 

----0220 D2( 13 ,2 r) ) z;, l . -I --oal 01 (1 4 #1 4)=0 . 
111 

- -- 0? 22 --- 1>2(1 4,15) =0 .0 OM 
0224 01(', 4,17) :: n. 0 
02Z5 D? (II. 1 18) =0 0 

--0226 02 (1.4 pi ý. ) =0 I 

D,? (l 5,15) =il 0 

--0230 
----0231 02 5 16) r, ) 0 
--0232 D2 (15 19 ) =0 n 
__0233 02 ( 15 2ý )=00 

0234 D2(IA1=00 
-- 0235 
-0236 
-0237 )=0.6 *-----, ----------------- - -_ 
--0238 D2 2 C' 0 
---0? 39 

--0240 

0242 272 1) 1n 
----0243 
----0? 44 -- 0208,19 1=11. () 

-0245 - 

0247 - 
021.8 D200,2'. I)=. I. O 
0249-- RE -T, 1RN 
CZ50 

---END -01- SEýMEN r Lr-hGTh -1 139 , -1v4mE -- StCoN I'D EP IV AT IVES 

Tabie 6A - continued 

0 
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Tab Ie 7A Emp 1ri ca I mode If or the ex I-ract i on of copper f roim aqueous 

sulphate solution by 10'/j v/v LIX 64N 

- parameters of equation 6.25 

b0 0.2858 

b1 6.6451 

b2 0.4997 

b3 0.1731 

b4 0.2987 

b5 0.1308 

b6 0.0026 

b7 2.9229 

b8 0.0272 

b9 0.0559 

Tab Ie 8A Emp i ri ca 1 Model for the extraction of copper f rorn 

aqueous sulphate sofution by ! 0% v/v LIX 64N 

- parameters of equation 6.26. 

b00.1505 

b17.0435 

b12 0.0620 

b13 =-3.4331 

b14 = 0.0058 

b15 =-0.6434 
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xtl-clcl Tab Ie 9A Emp i ri ca mode I for tý, e e -ion of copper from 

aqueous sulphate solution by P-17. 

A(I) 

A (2) 

A (3) 

A 14) 

A (5) 

A (6) 

A (7) 

A (8 ) 

A (9) 

A( 10) 

44.4-852 

4.9460 

0.3279 

0.0071 

0.9894 

0.0701 

0.0016 

0.0569 

0.0049 

0.0001 

A(I 1)= 0- CY-) 13 

A ") = ( 12 - 0.000 1 

A(13) 0.0000 

A(14) 0.0000 

A(15) 0.0000 

A(16) 0.0000 

A(17) 6.2112 

A(I8) 0.3106 

A(19) 0.0065 

A(20) 0.0000 

y= AM + A(2)X + A(3)X2 + AMX3 + A(5)XH 

+A(6)X2H + A(7)X3H + A(8)XH2 + A(9)X2H2 

+A(10)X3H2 + A(II)XH3 + A(12)X2H3 + A(13)X3H3 

A(14)XH4 + A(15)X2H4 + A(16)X3H4 + A(17)H 

A(18)H2 + A(19H3 + A(20)H4 

where Y= organic copper concentration 9/k 

X= aqueous copper concentration 9/k 

H= aqueous sulphuric acid concentration g/k 



Table IOA Empirical model for the extraction of zinc from aqueous 

sulphate solution by 20'/o V/v D2EHPA 

A(I)0.4225 

A (2) 2.5252 

A (3) - 0.1091 

A (4) 0.0014 

A (5) - 0.2362 

A (6) 0.0117 

AM) - 0.0001 

A (8) 0.0087 

A (9) - 0.0005 

A( 10) 0.0000 

AM) 0.0001 

A( 12) 0.0000 

A( 13) 0.0000 

A(14) 0.0000 

A(I 5) 0.0000 

A( 16) 0.0000 

A(17) 0.0510 

A( 18) 0.0021 

A( 19) 0.0000 

A (20) 0.0000 

t 

Y A(I A(2)X + A(3)X2 + A(4)Xl + A(5)X H 

+ A(6)X2H + A(7)X3H + A(8)XH2 + A(9)X2H2 

A(10)X3H2- + A(I I )XF13 + A(12)X2H3 + A(13)X3H3 

A(14)XH'-' + A(15)X2H4 + A(16)X3H4 + A(17)H 

+ A(18)H2 + A(19)1]3 + A(20)H4 

where Y= organic zinc concentration 9/Z 

X= aqueous zinc concentration g/k 

H= aqueous sulphuric acid concentration glY, 
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Table I IA Empirical model for the ex-traction of copper from 

aqueous sulphate 'Solution by 20% v/v D2EHPA 

A(I) 0.0888 

A (2) 0.9455 

A (3) 0.0299 

A (4) 0.0003 

A (5) 0.6934 

A (6) 0.0246 

AM 0.0003 

A(8) 0.2032 

AM 0.0076 

A( 10) 0.0001 

AM) 0.0252 

A(12) 0.0010 

A(13) 0.0000 

A(14) 0.0011 

A(15) 0.0000 

A(16) 0.0000 

A(17) - 0.0485 

A(18) 0.0110 

A(19) - 0.0012 

A(20) 0.0000 

Y= AM + A(2)X + A(3)X2 + AMX3 + A(5jX H 

+ A(6)X2-H + A(7)X3H + A(8)XH2+ A(9)X21ý2 

" A(10)X3H2 + A(II)XH3+ A(12)X2H3+ A(13)X3H3 

A(14)XH4 + A(15)X2ý14 + A(16)X3114 + A(17)H 

" A(18)H2 + A(19 )ý13 + A(20)H4 

Where Y= organic copper concentration g/z 

X= aqueous copper concentration 9/, 

H= aqueous sulphuric acid concentration g/t 
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APPFý, Nl DIX 

The 'Driver' Routine for the Surface Plott-, ng Pronrar-, j 

Sh (I RT L1 10 
LI BR A k'T' (r. 11 )Ubý! "OUPER AD) 
LI BR AF 'D '; Ub'4 

. %(, UP LS1 U 
pR(11,; P, A I' HDL I) 

4 INPUT I=Ckr 
OUTPUT 2=LP... 
TFACE ý, r, (, O 

7 CLIPPACT 
END 
tl ASTF. k III I. P Oj I 

10 c 
'. IC Thl b ViUvLF PUL, 11 I-E Fk)k 1i I UL PR(-DUCES THE GRAPH TITLED 
I? C TEST FfiR PL(T-1 11, r) Ri)UTIIIE HIDE, 
13 C 
'. 4 DI HENS I CH X -. 1 5ý ry (152 Y W. 50) t YG (500) ,G (500) , Xk (500) 

o( ý0 Xr, I( 5ký0 GI( 500 71( 14 )sZ, I EQU ( 150 
16 C (if 11101., 1 (2ý /, B(,. '0) ,C( 20) 
17 CALL GPcPLý' 
18 CALL (, Pý010.,.. f-3) 
019 C READ 1,711 

PEAD 
100 FL)Rl', AT(,, rjAl 

T 2CIF (i RI '#A 3A 
23 C 

. ?4 READ(I'l . 0) 

4.5 P EAD (I II (')'*ý rs I (I; (I), I =1 , t'6) 
?6 PEAD (I 10 ) 'C 
77 IF( tic C. I. C), E AD '. i II I) (C M, 131 NO 

IUF (IR. 11AT F L; 
9 111 FoRtIAT 6F 

READ(*,, 111 )0, ANC, F1 
IF(,, C. GT. 0).. EAD -. 1 ill I jCHA', GF2 

32 W91TE )Cr,. (I1 :0 110) 
. 13 200 F(,!, AT X, 1.40, / 

. 
14 WP I TF Q 21 (1,1 rI, -NA) 

. 15 21 U FOP11AT 11 FPS CF LQUAT ION iI (/7F,, 6. '110) 

. 16 WP I TE 1" e 11 
. '57 211 FUk:: AT (i I Cý,, ' r. (31. S Tij EQUAT ICN 2 AT Y> 'oF10.4) 

-2 p 58 up 17 2 ', 1. 
39 220 ru: ýPAT (/IP. 7LPSUFETI () N 2'(/7F! 6. ',, ))) 

i. 0 IF ('IC. r3T . 
)CHAýrJ2 

41 221 FRIIAt CýAtjý;. S TO LQUATICN 3 AT Y> ItF10,4) 
42 IF(! i(. (, T fu)ý; ZIT,. (1,2'3U)(C(I), I=1 , u1c ) 
i. 3 23C F R! 1A I P.; RAM,. TERS OF EQUATION 3'(/7F16.1rj)) 
t, Nricu 
45 PAXDIJýc500 
46 t. F ', IS=(, 
L7X LNT H =I e 
d' 8YLIITH 
49 Y11 I N=(; U 
50 PELTAYr-3.0/a. v 
51 XIIAX=3 .v-. - 
52 ST EP= 0.0 
53 X(1) =0 .ý 54 N1 = (XI AN-X TEP+j 
55 VO 2 jr. ý'i. j 

2 XQ)=X(j-'s)-, STEP 6 ------ X11 I N=X (I 117 
58 bELT AX= (X(1, BSXL IN 7 
59 STEP-1 .0 41% 

0 



-1 '-I., - 

1.1 213 FI "d Il. AT 

T 1. 
U-4 300 f ý, J: AT(/ 

Z+STLPI 
(16 vy= U0 
67 DO 4JNI 

(x z 
e19 1 LQU 
70 1f0. ) Y-E. c1l"NCIE, )()('70 6 
7 PO (J2 
72 
73 1F Nr F. 0 (o T06 
74 1ý , )Y L6 
75 1 L11'. ) (J3 
76 wymýu1: 3)(x(j. z 
*7 7 G 

ý'ý) 
-, ' 1 11 -"L 

78 y 
79 j Zý1)"X(j)OY(J)'IF Qui 

P 21 R; ' TY45ýIV 

I, CONT I WIL 
n 
41-2 

3 CALL It IF Cy y XC, ,6x it ,HINC, ,VAXDI1 10 2NrKS 
Yi: l" F L, TA Y0170120 

1,; b 

YLý. T Or 

4A 7 11 A 1) 1 It: -- 560 

F8 Pý E, ý D0,12 1) ) .. Z 
89 '1 ? U' FG211AT ( 10) 

Ir3 
cý DU 7 .1z 
P2 P IF AD )lIxyll"(j) 
ý' 3 1? 'I f (, 'R; i AT(! 0, F,. U) 

4 11 2e 
i 

FOR I'ý AT, 0 

"(JXYNX 12,2 12 J, .ý, %. 
P7 V. - k12360 

7 CALL1: YtYi; fLi , XS . H, NG ii'AXD ! tit N'XY+2, ýFNS# I NOTTILE I *XL.?. "t H, YLNTl_ 
9 11 NLLy r' DELT A)' 1,0.00.0 

IrC CALLu il IýL () T13 
I CALL C'Pi., OLT 0 

1(ýl c C P, L I. P Ll C, 'r F 
I G3 STUV 
1 P4 
1(. S FWICTI(Ill. F111,1 U. Z) I 

1 C6 C OPI 10 ,, ýý (2 ') .1- --. --. 
I 

F UNI :: i, +A2A3Z*A(4*. X XA(5ZZA(6XZ 

1(, g E 14 fj 
110 F UNC TI ON 2(Xz 
Ii C01111,01i 20 A 

.0 
12 IF X --- ALUC(I- L- X 
1'3 f UNZ=A -A 2 E; I+A 4 It * Z+o, (5 *X*w 2*A %'6 6X*12, ýA (7 Z* *2* 
II to IA(0) *', % X4, i Q *Z 
115 P LT URN 
16 END 

7 FUNCTION FI,,, 30. rZ) 
11116 RETURN 
119 IF ND... 

- ------. ----I 
1,70 F1111SH 

The 'Driver' routine for the surface pllotti, -; ý, prO91-3M 'Plide' 

- continued 



APPENDIX 4 

Computer Programs for the Equi Ii bri um Stage Ca Icu lations 

Section 

A 'stepping-o-ff program' which solves the operating line 

against the equilibrium curve taken from the surface and which predicts 

the steady-state condition in the extraction bank. A segment al lows 

for given efficiencies at each stage. 

The example presented is for the feed of 10 9/k zinc, 2 g/k 

sulphuric acid and a 20% v /v D2EHPA organic phase. 

Section B 

A 'plot program' to display the VarteresSlan and Fenske 

calculation obtained'from Section A. A typical plot is given for a 

feed containing 20 g/k zinc and no sulphuric acid. The organic phase 

was 20% v/v D2EHPA. 

0 



L 10 00 
T 
TRACE 

C', 6 

MASTER EXTRACT 
D-1 llit. NS I ON YIN (10) , YOVT (IQ) IX1 10) t XOUT ( 10) 1 HOUT (I 

*f E. FF (, 0) 

THI S PROGPAti CALCULATFS THE CONCENTRATI 01,1 OF THE PAF FI NATE FOR A 
GIVEN FF' 10 1NA SPEC IF IC NUMBER OF4*, STAGý- S ý'HEN THE P"ASE PAT 10 
7 11 EC0 NC kA 1 ON 0F 11 ETAýIN THE FXTR,, 'jC 7' ! 1. 'G SOLVE!, T FEED ARE MXW'ýt 

TINC0RP0RATrýT 11 EFACILI TY OF A DIFFERENT EFFICIý', 'CY IN El"CH 
ý, TAQF NIISTXE NU IIB, E IR 0F STAGES, 

ISC. SrFDA k) ss P INITIALLV, A VAL(Jr FOR THE FFITF. R, ý% LL 
DALANCE SOL', "FD TO GIVE T14E C0 Nr, E7 1ý\ A -1 1011 OF THE SOLVEýT 
NMI[ P YN 1,11ASIS BALANC E5 AýE T", E N CARR I E- D OUT I ýi STAGEWISE li AN NLP, 
1-1 Ov FTUEFN "I H r- 0PCR,,, TINGLt: 0T It EE Q\ UILIP. I U. ". 'UR'JE 

7 1) R 14 M,, TIL TH LOANED So' VF NT VA1. UEDY0UTCISAGAIN 
Ofs FOUND .T li EF QU IL 113 Pý I UM CU RV E IS AP0L Y', ' FU'ýCT'j 'D I; 17XEPATE 

f) F t4! j ICJ! tl P, c- Foul"D 0- ll: G THE, Ut,,! VEp FITI N' C, SI c- DSFACE 
IF THE VALULS 0FYN, A IN t) YOUTUO AP. F QITHIhAN, ATRARY 'r 0LRP, NCE 
THE COP F-r" Co%rr 4T1 14 AS 1ý EEUFShDT TR1, TIo Ir,, 0ýT li EQAFP! N. r 

r STAU01 SF RESULTS APE PQ I ýJTED OUT 
. OTHER10 SE i THE GUE SS OF THE Pýý 'FI 'ý'Al E i, 

All-ENDE DI ýl THE CONVE RG Fl\'C E Sl ECT I ON AND THE PROC F Ss RE PEAT E U',, Vl 11, 
A6kE. L- I'l L- 14 T TV ELNIYNIANýIY OU TSAcHEVE 

0) ý--CONC OF METAL IN ORCANIC FEFD 12 CYIN 
?3C lirFcoNc Of, ACID IN AOUCO, )S FFED 
e4C xrý; CON'c or MII ! ", I Ili AQIJECQS FEED 'L 
R5C F=MULOUS PPASEF LOW 
16 c6 AN, ICPPASEF LO'4 
e7c EFFrSTACE' EFFICIENr, "t 

e9 READ DATA , UP I Yý-' HEA DI NGS F, 4R Yti iYOUT (N) 
REA. 00 12)VIP., MfX'rsHFiFjG0iLl-'iL 

ii FORliATk'5P%i. 0#3I0) 

's -- 'S BALA', MS ARE 3 20 -F Opt I AT I TE RAT I ON' A ND t' ' ', r% 
// /I I PC SULTS OF 

READO F(II: -'l I IN) 34 
35 ?1F, 'OP I! AT( Or(\/. 0 

3 
37 3FQ lz Ill AT5)X YIN 'i8X#IYOUT(, '-I)'#,. ýXtIXOýIT(i)') 

38- NTIAGU E' SS0F PA FFI NAT E ME TA LC ONC 

34, MIT (I) --- 0.6*X F 
40 GO TO 6 
41 C CONVEli(jENCE SECY1011 
4? 4XQUT(1):: - 0.30X0UT(I 
43 GO To 6 
44 IF(ABSCet. -YOUT01)). LT. D. 05)GO TO '50 

45 1F (AP. S (Yh, -YOUT (., ) ), LT ,I, 0) 60 TO 51 
46 F (ARS LT fr), 0) C,, ) TO So 

X () li 7X01.1 T4( V'N -1 Y0 1) T 
(C ON TI NU ED Ov LL 

-P 
Section A. A 'stepping-off rogram" 

I 
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49 G0 TO 6 
50 51 XQUT (1 '/=), OUT H )+(YN". Y0LJT (10 )120 
51 c MA INP ROG RAI' 
52 6 YNzYIXF*FG- X0 IJ TI ?eF/G 
53 HOUT (IHF( ?A 0* (XF, XOUT (1))) 165 37 
54 c PAR141 FT FR S0rF QLJ ILI r-, ý I lJfi L- QU, ',, T 1011 
55 A :. 0 25 379 7 35 
56 AM=?, 5ý52P55033 

A(30.109 1420 13 4 
A(4)=0.0014245o 

59 A(5)4-0,2161530548 
60 A(6)m(). 0117372391 
01 A(7)=-0.0001459150 
6ý A00 08 743P 16 
03 A00r, 45(,, *17 28 
64 
65 AI1000 11, t)" 40 

A1 9) )=0.000 1) 0701; 55 

08 A 14,0 ,00000081 
09 AM)---0,0000000354 
70 A(10)=-0,0000000002 
71 W7)=-Q, oS09647523 
7 A 18) =0.00 2 1. N70205 
73 AiY) =- 0,0 r) 00 ')61359 2 
74 AG50)=0.0000002,14 
75 C STAGP. I A' SEC4LCULAT 10 N' S 
76 C *** START 
7 It I r. i 
18 7 Xi=XOUT(15 
711, X?:: H(Jtjy (I) 
8Q 'I L 11, "- 1 Ull rQUAT 10.04 FOU?, ýD BY -SQEDE EQU 

Y=A (I kA (el- ýXj 4A 3) 6 (XI 62) 4 4(&'4 (XI *13) 4, ' 5 *Xl *X2 

2 -& AXXXIX2 
84 ,)*(X 2o 3XIXt3+AItxe 4) 3,,, AIpX,, 2A 1 C. 

4, ý A5XIXAXX++A1 *X2 
5+Aý(l -18) (X,, -*2) #A($19) (X2**3f' vl; (2**4) 

87 , GO T0(71 t7O) Lil 
138 70 CONTINUE 
b9 Y:: 0. Q5*y 
y (1 71 C ON T1N li F 

I YOUT(I ):: Err (I )*(Y-YIN(l ) )+Yl N(l 
j? ) (I) ! '-XoUT (I+(G/F YCWT yI 

v3 HI?, I(I)r"0UT(I)- (9 P, ,0" (X! N(I)- XQ UT(I)))/65.37 
94 X0', JT (I+I)=XIN(I) 

yIN(I+iY0 1) T 
Y *1 C COMPARISON' Aý-'D PR. INTOUT OF MYOUT(N) 

98 IF(I. E0.1000 TO 8 
99 lF(YOUT(l). GT. Yf0G0 TO 4 
Do I Ll 1 14.1 

60 TO 
C 
8 

E ND 
WR ITE(2t9) Yll r YO UT CN X0 lu T (1 

04 9 F0RIIAT It 7. o\' ,FP413XiF- 4' 17 Xv F P), 

Q5 1F(Aý5 Yý- -Y(', L)7 ( It )) -0 00 1)111,0 ,5 
06 C PRINTOUTtlift' DO LCOPP, OF S7AGEýý'iSE RESULTS 

CONJINUED OVERLrC:,, 

It 

Section A- continued 
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108 1 WRITE(2ill) 
i ()Y 11 FORIIAT(///r4OXl YIN YUVT XIN XOUT HI 110 *OUT EFFI 

II Do 13 1 =1 14 
12 WR I *r[, (? t 12 )It YINI YOUT IXINI 

113 12 FORIIAT(/t23XoISTAGF 1 12 1 14X 6F 10 4F 12 3 
II 114 13 MIJ I NUE 

FiG 
i 10 14 

,,, "I 
F opti,! AT IMTE T HAT 1X1)ALL CIONC FNTRAý I Oý,, S ARF 
SP1: RLITREI 2X 2) AQUE OUS FEE. D WA SF73LITRESi OIRG AICFEE 

18 li[INC, 'tF7.3,1 LITRESI) 
19 C PR I NTr)UT ()F XF EED-XpAF FI NATE 011 TH OR Wl THOUT ERROR (0-1 SLJýFACL 
?0 G0 TO ( 14 0t 142 ) LN 

i?. l 140 XY=^; -XOUT(l) 
ie? wRiTF(?, l4i)XY 
ie3 14 FORIIAT(//, 12X, -IXFE-ED"XRAFFI, '4ATE I F7,4) 
le4 GO TO 144 
10 142 XYE:; XF--XO(JT (I 
1 46 WRITE(ý. 04ý3)XYE 
1 47 143 m XFFED FOIZIIAT ?X -XRAFF NATE -Ul TH 17PROR ON SURFACE F7.4) 
1 43 1 It 4 C0 . 14 TI Wil I 
ie9 Go TO(It(OL 
13 0 c 
131 1 STOP 
132 END 

Section A Continued 
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Cý C) C> c3p Cý 
Cl CD, 

-LU 

No r-l 
C 0ý 

oo pn ! NJ 
bn C- V1 

m W- C> co tf% 
W- T- 

C) 
NO -I- It, 
wl rl-i Ol . C- 0N 0VV C) U, % 'In a, 4) r- 41 r-- W- PO 

Zly- a, 

t-- Ln ýC C, 0 :c wlt 

K NJ *%j "It rlj 1\1 -j Nj -, NJ U3 
fr_ 

C, N ýO --t 0- cc ll-- 
It Lr% P. - 1c, Lr% 

C> Lrt --j 0.1, If% U% Fl 

IV tlý lrý N7 C 

I--, " "r- -, l ?n 1ý^, W- C C, I-*, - -,: Lr% 
o-- C) -C Ptl (V 'I- Cý r., - rQ rj %, 10 -It cc -0 7, c: f '. c r- C, u, v- C- r C- C- Lr- Lr C- tr 
C7! .. .. Ln Z: 

N P- N t- N T, - CD 
uj 

VN C- 

er ui 
ýc ýc C> J% IU 

U'% n V% Lt% N: Cý 
%. Q rv -N, ftj 4r. LA 
-10 -P -13 -* IX) "I- 

.. 
> ... 0 ý-l --T X% Ir- 70 vf ý- 

- - w . 41 7ý 
n V", CL 

IV) cr: 
&L4 

C> 00 

LL; 

U: Cý 

I'll r7l 

r 

C: 
ILI U., LLJ LU 31- 77! Lj 

0 
I- I-- I- IJ v 

. 21 

Lt- LL 

U- 

< < 

CO :: P 

ILI 

Ln 

D 
V) 
Ili 
cc 
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FO;. 'TPi'%N COMPILATION By i, XFAT IIK ADATE 

0001 

nou 
"', u 
0U4 

OUU5 
0()Ub 
nOV7 
DOU8 

0,101, 

0,11(i 

T 
LV ý4-ýy S AW 
PRO 'jR, %! IPL IT 
C Of I P' ACT 
IIJP'JT lnCqj 
007,11.1T ?. tgLPO 
TRA 
END 

10r 'I J 

:.: 

IIAST ER PLOT 
Pliti: 11sloll %X(. )/Ay(?. ) 
PY0 1) T 
iFFr 0-)) 

THIS rý`RCriRX'l IS A COATI'MATION OF T, 'iE IFXTRACTI PR0('VVt'. i1TH T4E M, JECT 
F11 FRIIII C' 1161 A Is. R AP If 0NTHk U'J IVE RN SITYLCL (', TTFK0SS 

'US rA, -, RIý0 O'JT IN T'(F. 1EXTRPCT1 Prz0GQAf-1, F0R A MPSC T00T ALA1; 
FIRST PART OP THIS PROGRAM T! 1E KFADCR IS TliFREJOPE RVFERý,, ED YO 
IN P! ) -1 111) Ix 4A 
T4S1. 

,0 rt j zT r A, CS US 
- 114 TH C011PUTERIS 311 OF S1J', '1k(. 'jUTIkES ALREADY 'E 

Dn LOOPS THFN PF-RFOR0 THE TASKS OF DR1,41146 T9C EQk1; L1, '1R'40" 
STEP, ý I t; G0FF CJFT "I F. 0oEo, ý TI ý1 LINCANnFI QA LLYT0 EX ECuTE TH L 

.40EWIRT0DU ETHCI PIC C AI# E TH IE Lr TY 5E 01 AGRAH 

Y1 11 CIr 1) i1c 0F It TAL Jill IWIA; 11 C FEf D 
HF ON C (. ) r41DINAQUU5FED 
XFr,! ), j C0Fii. ý T. % . 1.1ýý AQUýOUS FEED 

F MA, I ýj (11) S p"I UE F 1.014 
rv. 0R 11 1 ", : 10 A5FFL 014 

FFS TA r: EEFFIECY 

0 ri )0 C READ AEADV41S FOR YNY 00 T (N) 

FWWAT (5F0.0#110) 
0033RITE(2#21 
0* 3 FvýInAT (1111i IF-ýOLTS OF ITEIAT) ON ANI)i PASS OALA,, CýSa ARE' 
o035 MEAJO #;! I ) (r-FF (I pI =1 IN) 
0--j'st, 21 AT0F 'I 
00.57 10 RITI(3) 
0 1) 3 43 .3F () R'l AT5 0V it Y11 .1X 1) 7 14 P1 -1 XX0 1) T 
01)31 C 1141TIAt. (j", r. Srv OF RAMNATE METAL CONC 
0xir6*xF 

G0 'a' 06 
G04ý C0l4VL*qf)F'irr SzC7,1011 
0 ,, *# 434 X11')T 0) sit) . 1*. <(), JT 
0044 60 TO 6 

41 : 11jT V: )). LT 51 IFIA3 ri Ctit -"! % 
( 't jj % (N"-j -y')UT "i L5 (1 Q0 To 5 00F 

rj 1? 41F V%Z, S ('11"N -YM7 i; LT 4r, .0? GO to 50 
0 1) it, 0 5() XOUT (1) uXAIJT ( +(YN-*1'0UT(1M/j0 
0 1) 4fi 60 TO 6 
0050 51 X0-)T 0 )tsX(VIT ( )+(YN-Y(1UT04). )/15 

Section B A_' plot program' 
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4Xý ý7 /G-X011T (I ) *Fir, 0 C) 53 li M IT IF+3F "X01, /05 37 0()"4 PAR AI I r- TFQ 
-S 0F r1l) ILI (I R (III UWAT I wi 0 o! ) 5 A0 

0(150 Au1! 
00 A 0.1 lo 141s4 
0058 A40.1) ý) I ý.! 4.11 
0051.1 A55 15 48 
00 () 0 A6 .7 3V 1 

A : 4-0 01,11,50 
0ýlo? A6 
00 A000151; 1728 
0U A0 
0005 A .14.3 9 
0066 AIC, t" 1,71 A55 
0()07 A00n0n374 
000,1 A10 01) -) )3l 

.35 A10 35 4 
A 00 -. 10 ). )rO 12 

0()-(l A(II)=-0. () 5, ", 9; 4" ") 23 
no A(1 .3) --0 . 0.11, k. U 5 

4 A r) .00 kl . 10 4 
5 C STAGE111SE CALC; ILATIONS 

0 0Y 7 C a** S TA IT 
0073 7 Xl u-X0llT (I 
000t X2=. IOUT(15 
006 In C EQ 1) 1L 13 RI Ul IF Q'I ATI () NF 1) IJN DbySWEDE 
00til Y=A(1 )+(*, (2) wX1 +, %(3)4 \X I* *d! )+ A( 4)*(Xl **J) +A ('0*X", *XZ 

I+ A (o)* 00 **, -! ) *X, '+ A( 7) *(Xl **. S) *Xe+ A(. "*. ) I* (XZ**-, ) 
o 4-t A(())* CN, 1 **1*7)* 10) *(Xl **3), 1, )-Xl* f. x 1** 3) 
0 () cS 4 3+A( 12 )* \' XI*-1! ý*( A'2 **3)+A(1 -s )*(XI&*3)0, (xI '**3) *A(" 4)*X I* (X 1** 4) 
0065 4+A ('15) * (XI **2) * (XZ, **4)+A(16) * (XI **3) * (X'**4) +A0 t)*X4 

5+A(18)*(X. 2 '+AU0)*(XZw*4) 
0067 60 T1 (71 # 7Q) L'I 
0()68 70 CON-1 I Ilur. 
00 dt. ) y ol 0 47 *Y 
0 oy 71' CO III rI 1111Z 
ooYl YOUT W :. 'EF ' W* (Y#! Y IN( I) )+Y 1 '4( 1) 
0 ; ), 12 XI tj (IL:; < 0 11 TI)+(G/F)*(Y f) UT(I) ý- Y Jkj 
OOY3 H IN( I =,, IOUT 1 )-(9,1,01)* (XIN( I)-XO'Jt( I MI65,37 

)Y4 XouT (1 +1 
VQY5 H OU'll, (I +I ) =, A 1 11 1 
00yv YI. 'I0+1)xY)fIT(l) 
oogy C COMPAR 13011 All) P. R I NTOUT 0F Yl I YOUT C Ni) 
0 OY 6 IF( I. FQ N) ; 'I T"), 8. 
00 1ý IF( YOU T(l (I TYI., ) GOTO 4 
01 un END 
01 ul + 
oluz GO TO 7 
0103 8 WR I TE V. ': j YO, ')T (14) jX0UT0 
01V4 9 FOR: IAT(47x, rl 
01u5 1F (ABS (Y! I-yf)J 
01 ub C PR I NTO. JT iIN DO LOOP , OF STAGE'J ISE RESULTS 
01u7 10 WRITE(2#11) 
01 U3 I FORIIAT 40X iY1 .4 

YuUT xINX 01) THINH 
01 K, *OUT EFF 
0110 Do 13 1 tsl N 
0111 WRITE (20 2) 1 #YOUT(I oXIN(l) jX0UTCl)#HIN(I)#Hf)UT0)#EFF(I 
0112 12 . FOR'IAT(1#23X#lSTAGElti2t4Xt6FlO, 4#FII. 3) 

0 113 13 CONT I HIJE 
0114 
0115 14 

WR I TE (7t 14) F 
FOR, 'IAT (It f t1f)TE THAT jII Xt II) ALL CoNCENTRAT I ONS AR EIN GRAMME 

ollo OS PER LITRCI tl#12X# 1 Z) 4QUEUV5 FEED WASI F7,3, I LITKESORGANIC FEED 

0117 CO,, TltjllED OVERLEAF kEING1jF, '. 3,, l LITRP. Sl) 
oi 113 c 

4 

Section B continued 
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C 
_PR 

I -, TO" T OF XFr FI IJ ATE ('11 Vi 0 it WI TH A UT ERRCI Q 014 SURFACE) 01z 1) GO T IM 1 -0 j 11 162 ) L11 
I)i el 17 -X0UT (1 

FIýT/s17XXFEEDRAFFIExF 
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